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Abstract
This study compared the comparative utility of two teacher-report universal screeners for
student mental health, the Student Wellbeing Teacher-Report Scale (SWTRS) and the Social,
Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk Screener (SAEBRS), across two occasions during the
school year. Both instruments measure aspects of academic, social, and emotional student
behavior from the teacher’s perspective but differ in their inclusion of both positive and
challenging behaviors (i.e., SAEBRS) or positive behaviors only (i.e., SWTRS). Results suggest
that both have strong concurrent and predictive validity characteristics in identifying
student risk but differ in which outcomes they are better at predicting.

v

Introduction
Few would disagree that working to improve systems of health care for children is
something of immense importance to society. In line with this, several governmental and
professional organizations have released reports making formal calls for greater
investment in youth health care, including mental health care (e.g., Tyler, Hulkower, &
Kaminski, 2017; Greenberg et al., 2003). Over the decades, researchers in behavioral health
have recognized the increased risks mental health problems pose. For instance, depression
among adolescents has been linked with greater risk for later substance use (Marmorstein,
Iacono, & Malone, 2010; Nkansah-Amankra & Minelli, 2016) and continued depressive
episodes in adulthood (Rudolph & Klein, 2009). Mental health conditions have also been
predictive of later physical health issues, such as greater youth internalizing and
externalizing disorders being linked with clinical-level panic attacks later in life
(Mathyssek, Olino, Velhurst, & van Oort, 2012). The economic burden of mental health care
is also striking, with combined cost estimated around $201 billion in 2013, making it the
costliest health condition in the U.S. (Roehrig, 2016).
Of particular relevance to the present study, however, is the relation between youth
mental health functioning and success at school. An extensive literature base has suggested
substantive links between various mental health problems and lower academic
achievement (Bradshaw, Buckley, & Ialongo, 2008). For instance, compared to stronger
readers, youth with poorer reading skills have been shown to have significantly greater
odds of reporting symptoms related to anxiety and depression (Arnold et al., 2005). We
have also learned something of the reciprocal nature of the behavior–academic interaction
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across the school years, such that students who experience either behavioral or academic
challenges early on in their schooling tend to deteriorate in both areas as they progress
through later grades (e.g., McIntosh, Flannery, Sugai, Braun, & Cochrane, 2008).
While the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that around
one in five school-aged youth have a mental health disorder (CDC, 2013), concerns about
the impact this might have may be allayed if all affected youth were all receiving proper
care. The unfortunate reality, however, is that only one-quarter are likely to be identified
and receive community mental health services (Hoagwood & Johnson, 2003). In fact, for
most youth who actually do receive support, their school becomes the de facto mental
health care provider rather than an external agency (Burns et al., 1995). Though this is
often the case, the kind and quality of mental health care services a school can provide
often differ dramatically from that of clinics and varies considerably between schools.
There is even some evidence that suggests that students receiving special education
services for emotional or behavioral disorders are at heightened risk for worsening
behavioral and academic outcomes, despite these additional school-based supports
(Wanzek, Otaiba, & Petscher, 2014).
As more evidence is found for the interconnections among youth mental health,
academic functioning, and later success in life, it becomes increasingly difficult for schools
to ignore their critical role in supporting the wellbeing of students beyond core academic
instruction (Doll, Cummings, & Chapla, 2014). Indeed, the responsibility schools have in
supporting the mental health of their students has even been reflected in major
governmental reports, including the landmark President’s New Freedom Commission on
Mental Health (2003; Huang et al., 2005). It is therefore critical for scholars and school2

based professionals to embrace the challenging work of developing strong, sustainable
systems of mental health care in our schools.
School-Based Approaches for Mental Health Service Delivery
Refer-test-place. Before meaningful services can be provided, in any domain of
youth functioning, a school must use some mechanism for identifying the students who
should receive them. The most common identification method used in schools has been the
so-called “refer–test–place” model (Gresham, 2007). In this model, a teacher, parent, or
other adult makes a referral to the school psychologist when they suspect that there is an
issue in need of evaluation and potential intervention. The school psychologist would then
conduct an intensive individual assessment and determine if a special education
classification and intervention would be warranted. While this approach may be effective
in connecting many at-risk students to highly needed services, it suffers from several
critical issues that make it far from optimal.
In this referral paradigm, the “squeaky wheel” student is the one who “gets the
grease” (Bradshaw, Buckley, & Ialongo, 2008). For example, students who display a pattern
of symptoms in line with an externalizing behavior disorder, in the classroom or home
environment, are much more likely to be referred than students who show an internalizing
pattern of distress (Gresham & Kern, 2004). While both students’ behaviors may be
impairing and warrant additional services, the externalizing student may be significantly
more aversive to others (e.g., may make it more challenging for the other students to
engage with the class lesson or for the teacher to teach), thus increasing the odds for
referral by caregivers, who hope to escape the aversive behavior.
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Relatedly, the refer–test–place approach is usually unstructured and biased,
allowing teachers and parents to make a referral based on whatever standard or evidence
they believe is sufficient (Lloyd, Kauffman, Landrum, & Roe, 1991). The drawback of this
idiosyncratic approach is that two students in different classrooms could show identical
patterns of behavior, yet Teacher A may view the behavior as worthy of referral while
Teacher B may not. Moreover, even if the teachers were operating from the same problem
identification heuristic, Teacher A may happen to see more of the problem behaviors than
Teacher B. In both scenarios, Teacher B’s student misses out on services that could have
resulted in significant and meaningful improvement in behavior.
Perhaps the most critical drawback is the reactive nature of refer–test–place, which
has prompted scholars to call for a “paradigm shift” in school-based service delivery
(Yssledyke & Rechly, 2014). Using this model, students who typically get referred have
already developed a pattern of behaviors severe enough to cause concern from the person
making the referral. This has sometimes been referred to as a “wait to fail” approach to
identifying students. Again, while these students certainly may warrant intervention, this
reactive method can make the treatment considerably more challenging. In such an
instance, the interventionist would be tasked with addressing sometimes serious symptom
patterns through time- and resource-intensive treatment strategies. Were less severe
behaviors or indicators of risk caught earlier on, less resource-intensive (preventative)
interventions could have been provided to address the issues before they became serious
and difficult to remedy (Gresham, 2004).
Multitiered systems of support. Given the long-recognized issues with the refer–
test–place model described above, support for a competing framework known as
4

multitiered systems of support (MTSS) has received increasing recognition as a superior
alternative for schools. The MTSS model is based on a public health approach to needs
assessment and resource allocation, where the goal is to prevent the future onset of new
problems, slow or stop the further development of existing issues, and support students in
developing the skills for success across academic, social, and emotional domains (Strein,
Hoagwood, & Cohn, 2003). For those who embrace the prevention science approach, it is
well recognized that understanding and identifying risk and protective factors are essential
in planning effective intervention and ultimately curbing later deleterious outcomes (Lane,
Oakes, & Menzies, 2010).
MTSS in schools typically involves adoption of a three-tiered model that arranges all
students along a continuum of intervention support matched to the severity of the
presenting problems (Stoiber, 2014; Gresham, 2004). In the bottom, universal tier—Tier
1—all students receive general best-practice support embedded in the everyday activities
of class. At this level, it is estimated that roughly 80% of students will show adequately
appropriate functioning and not require further supports. Given the preventative focus of
the MTSS model, ensuring the adequacy of Tier 1 supports is the most critical component.
Strong universal support will make it more likely to appropriately address many early
difficulties before they worsen to an impairing level (Aos, Lieb, Mayfield, Miller, & Pennucci,
2004; Dowdy, Ritchie, & Kamphaus, 2010).
However, about 20% of the school population will likely require additional support in
one or more domains and would thus receive Tier 2 services. Typically, Tier 2 support
entails a moderately intensive small-group or semi-individualized intervention in addition
to the Tier 1 support already provided in the regular classroom. Finally, roughly 5% of the
5

students are expected to not show adequate response to the Tier 2 supports and will
require highly intensive intervention tailored to the specific areas of need for each
individual student, which is considered Tier 3 support (Stoiber, 2014).
While the MTSS framework adds form and conceptual cohesion to school-based
service delivery, the success of the system hinges on the regular gathering and use of
appropriate data for students at each tier (Stoiber, 2014). This data-driven focus ensures
that the decisions made about how to allocate intervention resources are based on
objective standards. Just as intervention intensity and specificity increase as students
advance to higher tiers of support, so does the frequency and specificity of the assessment
data. For the purposes of this study, the focus will be on universal screening assessment at
the Tier 1 level.
Universal Screening of Student Mental Health
Although originating from a medical context, the 1951 Commission on Chronic
Illness Conference on Preventive Aspects of Chronic Disease offers a general description of
screening that is easily transferable to universal mental health screening in a school
context. The commission defined screening as,
…the presumptive identification of unrecognized disease or defect by the
application of tests, examinations, or other procedures which can be applied
rapidly. Screening tests sort out apparently well persons who probably have a
disease from those who probably do not. A screening test is not intended to be
diagnostic. Persons with positive or suspicious findings must be referred to
their physicians for diagnosis and necessary treatment (Wilson & Jungner,
1968, p. 11).
This multicomponent definition highlights several key features that require some
comment. First, screeners are to be used for the identification of early signs of distress or
risk factors associated with later undesired outcomes. This implies that screening is
6

intended as a formal mechanism that monitors for these early indicators that may or may
not otherwise be recognized as problematic or worrisome by the student or caregiver
(Stiffler & Dever, 2015). Second, the screening instrument or procedure should be
relatively easy to administer or conduct to conserve sometimes highly limited resources.
Third, screening should be able to distinguish sufficiently well from those that are and are
not likely to develop much more severe problems in the future, so that follow-up
assessment and treatment resources may be allocated to the appropriate students. Fourth,
screeners are intended to identify broad risk for developing a disorder or more serious
condition but are not diagnostic for any particular condition (Stiffler & Dever, 2015).
Diagnosis or disability classification entails an intensive data gathering and integration
process than would be unfeasible if it were undertaken for every student in a school.
Finally, a clear plan needs to be in place to connect students who were positively identified
by the screener for more intensive assessment and potential support. Failure to do so
would be both unethical and a waste of resources.
Severson, Walker, Hope-Doolittle, Kratochwill, and Gresham (2007) outline three
major domains in which most approaches to screening fall: (a) multigated screening
procedures, (b) teacher nominations followed by broadband behavior rating scales with
Likert-type items, and (c) completion of rating scales for all students on common
behavioral criteria (e.g., Student Risk Screening Scale [SRSS]; Drummond, 1993). In the
multigated method, students are screened for risk via a series of increasingly intensive
assessments. As an example, using the Systematic Screening for Behavior Disorder ([SSBD];
Walker & Severson, 1990), in the first assessment stage, or “gate,” teachers are asked to
rank their students in order of perceived risk for internalizing and externalizing mental
7

health problems. The top three students in each risk domain are then passed to the next
“gate,” where the teacher completes one or more rating scales about their behavior.
Students who were flagged as at-risk in this procedure then progress to the next “gate,”
where direct observations are conducted, and parent-report behavior rating scales are
administered. Finally, any student who retains their risk identification status following
these procedures is recommended for a full diagnostic evaluation by the school-based
team.
In the second approach, teachers are provided with brief descriptions of risk
indicators for students at their grade level then asked to nominate any student who they
believe demonstrate behavior similar to the profile described. Teachers are then asked to
complete a comprehensive rating scale that would provide rich information regarding
relative severity of the behavior and probable degree of risk based commonly based on
normative information (e.g., Child Behavior Checklist [CBCL]; Achenbach, 1991). Students
who score beyond a pre-specified level of risk or problem severity are subsequently
referred for full evaluation.
Finally, the method of rating all students on common behavioral criteria has
received the most research attention as of late. While different forms of screening can
occur at each tier of support, this final method reflects a truly “universal” screening
approach, as the same kinds of data are gathered for all students. This approach offers a
number of strengths that help support the movement of school psychology away from only
fielding reactive referrals to promoting optimal performance of all students in the system.
These advantages are considered next.
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At Tier 1 within an MTSS, universal screening can be implemented for an entire
school population to monitor broad social, emotional, and behavioral health functioning.
Data from universal screening can offer a wealth of useful information that can be used for
many different ends depending on the values and objectives of the school. Most commonly,
universal screening is used as a more objective means of identifying individual students
who are considered at-risk and in need of extra support in one or more areas. For instance,
a school may screen all students for social skills development and emotional disorder risk
and allocate additional social–emotional intervention support to the top 20% most at-risk
students. The students who receive intervention at a given Tier (2 or 3) can then be
progress-monitored at regular intervals by the school-based support team.
Besides the reduction of selection bias from basing decisions on all students’
screening data rather than a limited few based on referral, ranking, or nomination,
universal screening offers the additional advantage of being able to monitor the mental
health “climate” beyond just the individual student. That is, universal screening may help
school staff identify problems that relate more to the educational context than to individual
students (Dowdy et al., 2010). As one method of accomplishing this, Kilgus and Eklund
(2016) suggest that considering a serviceable base rate of identified students prior to
screening may be valuable for schools whose student population displays a high incidence
of risk behavior. Kilgus and Eklund suggest, for example, that school staff may determine a
priori (before conducting universal screening) that allocating additional intervention
resources to 15% of their students is feasible given their budgetary and personnel
constraints. If screening of the entire student body reveals that more than 15% of the
students were identified as at-risk, the school would invest in systems-level intervention at
9

the whole-school or classroom level, which is more likely to be effective than treating each
identified student individually.
Several universal intervention frameworks have been developed that match with
MTSS models, such as Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports (PBIS; Bradshaw & Pas,
2011) and various Social–Emotional Learning curricula (SEL; see Durlak, Weissberg,
Dymnicki, Taylor, & Schellinger, 2011, for a review). Considering the hypothetical school
from the example above again, if the systemic intervention approach is not taken, the staff
would have to coordinate individual interventions for more than half of the students in the
classroom, which would be a resource-intensive and obviously untenable endeavor for
most schools (Chafouleas, Kilgus, & Wallach, 2010). Further, this same logic can be applied
at any level: between classrooms, grade levels, schools, districts, and beyond.
This broader usage of screening data departs from the traditional one-student-at-atime conception of school psychological service provision (Kleiver & Cash, 2005). Yet, the
data-based decision-making skill set of school psychologists uniquely situates them to
make important contributions to the functioning of the school system as a whole and is
thus a domain where school psychologists should seek to actively involve themselves. The
worth of such data-driven models has also been recognized as current best practice from
professional organizations, such as the National Association of School Psychologists (NASP,
2010), as it facilitates fair and efficient allocation of meaningful school-based resources to
promote the success of all students (Armistead & Smallwood, 2014). Moreover, federal
policy in the U.S. has even mandated the use of scientifically-backed preventative supports
in schools “to reduce the need to label children as disabled to address the learning and
behavioral needs of such children” (Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement
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Act [IDEIA], 2004, p. 849), increasing the likelihood of MTSS adoption in schools. This
legislation has signaled a remarkable sea change in education policy where schools are now
tasked with and held accountable for implementing data-driven systems to support the
success of their students. However, once a school decides to adopt universal screening, the
critical next step is selecting an instrument suitable for the goals of monitoring student
mental health. Even if a school enthusiastically embraces the use of an MTSS, selecting poor
measures will invalidate the usefulness of the data and weaken the ability of school
personnel to identify where resources are best allocated.
Standards for Using Universal Screening Measures
Glover and Albers (2007) suggest a three-pronged approach to evaluating the quality
of universal screening measures based on the extent to which a measure (a) is appropriate
for its intended use, (b) has practical usability, and (c) is supported by sound empirical
evidence for its technical adequacy characteristics. By these standards, the ideal screener
would be balanced between all three domains of consideration. Several specific
considerations are nested under each broad category. Although an exhaustive examination
of each specific consideration is well beyond the scope of this review, some elaboration and
illustrative examples are provided next.
Technical adequacy. Technical adequacy refers to the degree to which scores from
an assessment instrument are reliable and valid (Glover & Albers, 2007). There are several
kinds of reliability evidence such as scale internal consistency (i.e., how closely associated
items that should measure the same construct are in a scale), test-retest reliability (i.e.,
how well scores maintain over time for the same individual), and inter-rater reliability (i.e.,
how consistent scores are between different reporters). Gathering reliability evidence is
11

important to identify the nature and degree of systematic versus random error expected
from test scores. The more random error can be minimized, the greater the confidence in
the degree that score variability reflects meaningful variance in the construct or behavior
class of interest.
Establishing adequate score reliability evidence is necessary before score validity can
be considered. The varieties of validity evidence relate to how well empirical evidence and
theory support the interpretation and use of test scores for their intended purpose
(American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, &
National Council on Measurement in Education [AERA, APA, & NCME], 2014; Messick,
1998). Among the varieties of validity evidence are construct (i.e., the overarching goal of
validation described above), content (i.e., extent to which item content relates to the
domain of interest), and criterion-related validity (i.e., association with scores from other
measures taken concurrently or predictively).
Kane (2013a, 2013b) offers a conceptual framework for evaluating validity evidence
based on a pragmatic understanding of test use (see Long, 2013). In this argument-based
approach to validation (Kane, 2013a), test developers are tasked with providing complete,
logical, and empirically based arguments that flow sequentially in a two-stage process.
First, an interpretation/use argument (IUA) must be established that specifies how a
derived score on a measure logically relates to the inferences and decisions that will be
made based on it. Second, the IUAs are then considered in light of the plausibility of their
assumptions and the empirical evidence found in support of their use. Therefore, to
conclude that a test use is valid, a clearly specified IUA must be supported by strong reason
and/or evidence. This framework coheres well with the goals of assessment from the
12

perspective of contextual behavioral science (Ciarrochi et al., 2016). For example, evidence
regarding factor structure derived via confirmatory factor analysis could be the basis of a
test interpretation argument, whereas conditional probability evidence demonstrating the
risk classification accuracy of screener scores (e.g., sensitivity, specificity) may underlie the
argument for test use. This was the validation approach used in the current study.
Usability. Usability considerations relate to the practical aspects of screening. That
is, the resource investment required to use a screener must be defensible to the key
stakeholders in the school, considering all other school activities and expenses. Making a
compelling case for usability that reflects the interests of these stakeholder as best as
possible is an especially important ethical consideration when implementing universal
screening as part of a new systems-change initiative (see Noell & Gansle, 2009). Among the
central considerations here is the cost/benefit tradeoff of using the screener. For instance,
school personnel must decide if the information gained from having all students or
teachers complete rating scales during the school day is worth the loss of instructional or
ancillary time. Screening instruments themselves should also be practically feasible to
complete by informants with little direction or training. Instruments that only take a few
minutes per student to complete would be vastly preferable to intensive, omnibus
measures that could take much longer, especially if a teacher must complete a screener for
each of her students. It is also important to gather screening data that informs and
motivates specific action to meet the intended goals of the screening initiative. For
instance, schools must consider if a measure will yield scores that help the grade level
teams identify target areas for intervention, select appropriate intervention techniques, or
determine the effectiveness of an intervention. Hayes, Nelson, and Jarrett (1987) give an
13

extensive treatment of this point and argue that assessment data should be useful in
guiding decisions related to the intervention.
The ideal frequency of universal screening is an issue of some debate and relates to
both appropriateness and usability considerations. Some scholars have recommended
three universal data collection periods during the school year to thoroughly track the
system over time and intervene as needed (e.g., Parisi, Ihlo, & Glover, 2014). On the other
hand, this advantage is tempered by the costliness of screening all students, multiple times
per year. A common criticism from teachers is that screening every student regardless of
their evident or suspected level of risk even once per year is unnecessary. This efficiency
consideration has motivated some researchers to try and identify the minimum amount of
screening required to reliably predict student outcomes over time. While results have been
mixed, there is some evidence that annual screening may be sufficient to adequately
predict risk throughout the school year (e.g., Dowdy, Nylund-Gibson, Felix, Morovati,
Carnazzo, & Dever, 2014). Regardless, though decisions should be informed by data, the
frequency of screening will always be principally guided by a school’s values, goals, and
available resources.
Appropriateness. Appropriateness considerations relate directly to the reasons
why a school wants to engage in screening in the first place. That is, what does the school
hope to accomplish from gathering and interpreting data from screening the student
population? Once this answer is solidified by the school staff, screeners can be evaluated on
how closely the content they measure matches the goals of screening. For instance, a school
that is interested in screening for level of risk for emotional disorder may consider a
measure of internalizing problem behaviors based on its close conceptual match.
14

Alternatively, a school may be more interested in predicting future emotional disorder
manifestation than identifying current problems warranting intervention. In this case,
schools could utilize a screener whose content relates more to early indicators of later
emotional problems rather than one that measures symptoms of existing disorder (see
Adelman, 1982). Appropriateness considerations also extend to the nature of the mental
health related content domain of the screener. For example, a school may want to monitor
student strengths in addition to the more traditionally used indicators of behavioral
problems, for the purposes of detecting student risk consistent with the dual-factor, twocontinua, or complete mental health model (see Greenspoon & Saklofske, 2001; Keyes,
2006; Suldo & Shaffer, 2008).
Conceptualizing the Nature of Mental Health
As previously discussed, aligning the content domain of the instrument to the goals of
universal mental health screening is one of the key considerations when selecting an
appropriate measure (Glover & Albers, 2007). Historically, following World War II, the field
of psychology operated from a conceptualization of mental health that was simply living
without disorder. That is, the purpose of treatment was focused on eliminating what were
considered pathological or diseased thoughts, feelings, and actions that interfered with
successful academic functioning (Ysseldyke & Reschly, 2014). Yet, some scholars have
argued that this is an insufficient approach to conceptualizing mental health and have
advocated that returning to a positive, strengths-based focus (see Terman [1939] for an
early example) may be more useful in promoting wellbeing (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi,
2000; Seligman, 2002).
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A renewed interest in promoting wellbeing and not only ameliorating problems
began rapidly spreading around the turn of the century with the birth of the positive
psychology movement (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). More traditional lines of
research in the realm of positive psychology have gravitated toward defining wellbeing in
terms of positive psychological structures. For instance, a prominent text to come from the
conceptual and empirical work of positive psychology is Peterson and Seligman’s (2004)
Character Strengths and Virtues: A Handbook and Classification (CSV). The CSV was written
as a strength-based complement to the disorder-focused Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) and describes
suggested classification features of positive behavior categories such as “love of learning”
and “creativity.” While the intent of the CSV is noble, much work is still needed to see if this
structural approach to positive functioning is useful in predicting and modifying behavior
for the better (Cowen & Kilmer, 2002).
The importance of wellbeing has also been acknowledged in fields beyond
psychology. For example, the World Health Organization (WHO) formally updated their
definition of mental health to better reflect this shift toward promoting positive
functioning. The WHO definition describes mental health as “a state of well-being in which
the individual realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can
work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to his or her
community” (2004, p. 12). The conceptualization of wellbeing used for the purposes of this
study more closely align with the broad nature of the WHO definition. Here, wellbeing is
defined as engaging in behavior that is consistent with healthy and successful living,
particularly in the context of school (Renshaw, 2016; Renshaw & Arslan, 2016).
16

Given the field’s historical interest in ameliorating disorder, it is not surprising that
the vast majority of school-based mental health screeners are primarily problem-based
(Nickerson & Fishman, 2013). While an increasing interest in strengths-based assessment
for youth has also given rise to a few wellbeing screeners, they are relatively few and
lacking in the level of comprehensive study needed to justify their use. Comparatively,
increasingly popular deficit focused screeners, such as the BASC-2 Behavioral and
Emotional Screening System (BESS; Kamphaus & Reynolds, 2007), have been utilized in
numerous studies accruing a wide variety of reliability and validity evidence supporting
their use in population-based mental health screening efforts in schools (e.g., Kamphaus,
DiStefano, Dowdy, Eklund, & Dunn, 2010; Eklund et al., 2009; Chin, Dowdy, & Quirk, 2013;
Dowdy et al., 2014; King, Reschly, & Appleton, 2012).
However, moving beyond a problem-only focused assessment paradigm to
incorporate assessment of youth wellbeing behaviors has potential for informing practice.
Using a wellbeing approach to screening may help to better prioritize relative need for
intervention and offer empirical support for adaptive intervention targets (Tsang, Wong, &
Lo, 2011). Importantly, the benefits of assessing for positive functioning may only be
defensible when tied directly to strength-based intervention. For instance, one study
investigated the outcomes of youth ages 5–18 with severe emotional and behavior
disorders, who were receiving treatment in a community mental health clinic setting (Cox,
2006). The study found no meaningful differences after treatment for youth who were
assessed using a strengths measure, the Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS;
Epstein & Sharma, 1998), versus a traditional problem-based assessment, the CBCL
(Achenbach, 1991). However, when the therapist both used the BERS for assessment and
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endorsed a strong strengths-based orientation to treatment, these youths had significantly
better outcomes relative to the other participants, as indicated by CBCL symptoms ratings,
parent satisfaction with treatment, and fewer missed treatment appointments (Cox, 2006).
Although a parallel study has yet to be conducted for wellbeing screening for school-based
services, this principle may extend to school-based mental health care and is consistent
with the recommendations for conducting assessment with treatment utility (Hayes et al.,
1987). Moreover, an increasing number of positive, strength-focused, or otherwise
wellbeing-promoting universal intervention packages are becoming available, with
evidence supporting their efficacy in schools as prevention strategy for adverse outcomes
and promotion of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills,
and responsible decision making (e.g., SEL; Durlak et al., 2011).
A related line of work suggests that both positive and negative functioning have
meaningful roles in conceptualizing mental health. As alluded to earlier, the dual-factor
conceptualization of mental health suggests that people may vary along two related but
distinct continuous dimensions of functioning: distress and wellbeing. Within this
framework, one may be considered completely mentally healthy if they have relatively low
levels of distress symptoms and relatively high levels of wellbeing (see Greenspoon &
Saklofske, 2001; Keyes, 2006).
Several studies have investigated the additional contribution of wellbeing
assessment to predicting an array of outcomes for youth. Suldo and Shaffer (2008) found
that among a sample of middle school students assessed with a variety of positive and
negative behavioral measures, students with both high distress and wellbeing had a
significantly higher rate of receiving positive social support from parents and classmates
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compared to students with low wellbeing regardless of amount of distress. In a follow-up
study with the same students, Suldo, Thalji, and Ferron (2011) found that, when controlling
for level of distress, student subjective wellbeing accounted for a small but significant
portion of unique variance in predicting school GPA. The incremental validity evidence
from these and other dual-factor studies (e.g., Lyons, Huebner, & Hills, 2012; Kim, Furlong,
Dowdy, & Felix, 2014) suggests that combining wellbeing and problem behavior
assessment may enhance our prediction of certain youth risk outcomes. Unfortunately,
there has, to date, been limited integration of the dual-factor and universal mental health
screening literatures.
One example of this integration is an applied study conducted by Dowdy et al.
(2014), who investigated the combined use of both a behavioral distress-oriented screener,
the BESS (Kamphaus & Reynolds, 2007), paired with a subjective wellbeing screener, the
Social Emotional Health Survey (SEHS; Furlong, You, Renshaw, Smith, & O’Malley, 2014),
with a sample of 2,240 high school students. Dowdy et al. concluded that the dual-factor
approach to monitoring youth mental health on a large scale provided a useful starting
point for the school-based teams to make decisions. However, they noted that the data
required integration of other risk indicators in order for the team to decide how best to
allocate resources and plan intervention components. Overall, this approach was deemed
highly appropriate for its intended use and suggests that school-based mental health
screening may be accomplished using non-traditional conceptualizations of mental health.
Measures of Student Wellbeing
Although there is reason for optimism as scholarship involving universal screening in
schools becomes increasingly prevalent, there is still much more work to be done in this
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area, particularly in the screening of youth wellbeing. The development and validation of
quality instruments aligned with best practice standards (Glover & Albers, 2007; Albers &
Kettler, 2014) is essential in order to optimize youth mental health assessment and service
delivery in schools. Presently, several potential screening instruments are available, but all
have limitations in usability, appropriateness, or technical adequacy that might make them
less preferred, depending on the screening context and purpose. It is therefore important
to the progression of wellbeing screening to contribute to scholarship and availability of
quality instruments that can be used in diverse school contexts and for varied assessment
purposes.
Among the few youth wellbeing screeners currently available are the elementarystudent self-report Positive Experiences at School Scale (PEASS; Furlong, You, Renshaw,
O’Malley, & Rebelez, 2013) and the adolescent self-report Student Subjective Wellbeing
Questionnaire (SSWQ; Renshaw, Long, & Cook, 2015). These measures were developed
with the intent of creating brief, multi-dimensional, domain-specific tools for measuring
wellbeing behavior relevant to school. Additionally, these instruments were developed to
address the lack of evidence-based, school-specific youth wellbeing screeners that could tie
directly in with MTSS models in school systems (Renshaw et al., 2014).
Although the PEASS (Furlong et al., 2013) and SSWQ (Renshaw et al., 2014;
Renshaw, 2015) may be appropriate and have some evidence supporting their technical
adequacy characteristics, their application may not be optimal for all screening purposes
given the reliance on self-report data. The availability of teacher-report instruments may
be desirable in situations where a self-report methodology would be a barrier to gathering
useful screening data. This is most commonly the case for schools that want to screen for
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early risk indicators among younger students, who may lack the self-awareness to
complete self-reports with fidelity. Teacher-report also involves a more feasible datacollection procedure for many elementary school settings, as it takes less time away from
student learning activities and offers a common perspective for all student behavior within
a class.
One of the trade-offs in using an informant to report on others’ mental health
behavior is that the reporter cannot see directly the private events that might be rated with
greater reliability from a self-report (Renshaw & Cook, 2016). However, past research has
suggested that self- and teacher-reports of student mental health behavior are moderately
associated (e.g., Earhart Jr. et al., 2009). This suggests that teacher-reports may be a
sufficient and defensible data collection procedure to identify broad mental health risk as a
first-gate in universal screening (Miller et al., 2015). Although the trend is improving, at
present, there is relatively little work done on the few available teacher-report screeners
for positive student functioning at school (e.g., the 8-item Devereux Student Strengths
Assessment-Mini; Naglieri, LeBuffe, & Shapiro, 2010; Naglieri, LeBuffe, & Shapiro, 2011).
Motivated by the need for more work in this particular area of universal screening, the
present study focuses on the continued development of two such instruments: The Student
Wellbeing Teacher-Report Scale (SWTRS; Roberson & Renshaw, 2019) and the Social,
Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk Screener (SAEBRS; Kilgus, Chafouleas, & RileyTillman, 2013).
SWTRS. The SWTRS (Roberson & Renshaw, 2019) is a newly developed instrument
intended for the purposes of universal wellbeing screening at the elementary grade levels.
Presently, only the initial pilot study has been conducted with a relatively small urban
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sample (N = 12 teacher raters; N = 184 students), but the results suggest the instrument
may be useful in future research and practice contexts. For the SWTRS development and
pilot study, the author reviewed the literature related to theories of wellbeing and drafted
an initial item pool of behaviors related to a hypothesized two-factor model consisting of
publicly visible indicators of “feeling good” and “functioning well” in the context of school
(Keyes, 2006; Keyes, 2007; Keyes & Annas, 2009). These hypothesized factors were an
extension of the eudaimonic and hedonic wellbeing concepts that have deep roots in
western philosophies of happiness (see Ryan & Deci, 2001). The empirical evidence in
support of this two-factor scheme has received support in the youth subjective wellbeing
literature (e.g., Keyes, 2006; cf. objective wellbeing indicators research, e.g., Ben-Arieh,
2008), which employs self-report methodology.
In the interest of usability and appropriateness, each item for the screener was
drafted as a brief description of a public behavior hypothesized to relate to one of the two
wellbeing domains of “feeling good” and “functioning well” (e.g., “Participates meaningfully
in class,” “Treats classmates kindly,” “Sociable with others during free time”). Additionally,
the items were to reflect incompatible behaviors to those measured on the Student
Internalizing Behavior Screener (SIBS; Cook et al., 2011; Cook, 2013) and Student
Externalizing Behavior Screener (SEBS; Cook, 2013), which are both 7-item teacher-report
rating scales for screening problem behavior. This item development approach was
intended to maximize the conceptual distinction between the problem and wellbeing
behavior domains, and to increase the potential utility of the SWTRS for use as a wellbeing
measure within a complete mental health screening framework (e.g., Dowdy et al., 2014).
For each SWTRS item, teachers would consider a student’s behavior over the previous two
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months and rate the frequency with which the student displayed that behavior on a fourpoint scale, ranging from 0 = Never to 3 = Almost Always.
Considering that the exploratory “feeling good” and “functioning well” extension
tested in the SWTRS study was based on teacher-reports of student behavior, rather than
student self-reports, it may not be surprising that exploratory factor analyses did not
support the hypothesized two-factor model (Roberson, 2016). However, the analysis did
reveal that a two-factor structure of academic engagement and prosocial behavior better
described the response patterns found in the data. In follow-up analyses, treating the data
as ordinal rather than continuous as before, an additional factor relating to positive
emotional behavior was also suggested (Roberson, Upton, & Renshaw, 2017; Roberson &
Renshaw, 2019). In the interest of better representing the conceptual breadth of each
domain represented by the SWTRS scales, the academic engagement factor will be referred
to as academic wellbeing (AWB), the prosocial factor as social wellbeing (SWB), and the
positive emotionality factor as emotional wellbeing (EWB) for the purposes of the present
study. As to the technical properties indicated from the initial development study, the 18item version of the SWTRS showed uniformly strong factor loadings (> 0.50 for all but one
item that was > .40) and item communalities (> 0.60). Additionally, strong internal
consistency was found for each subscale: AWB ωC = 0.94 [95% CI: 0.91–0.96], SWB ωC =
0.94 [95% CI: 0.92–0.95], and EWB ωC = 0.89 [95% CI: 0.84–0.92] (Roberson & Renshaw,
2019). Despite the results diverging from the hypothesized structure, these three scales
were retained for subsequent validation study, given support from the factor analytic and
scale internal-consistency evidence as well as findings from previous research indicating
the substantive relation of (a) academic engagement (Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004;
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Lyons, Huebner, Hills, 2012), (b) prosociality (Caldarella & Merrell, 1997; Warnes,
Sheridan, Geske, & Warnes, 2005), and (c) positive emotional behavior (Merrell, 2008) to
several school-specific wellbeing outcomes (Durlak et al., 2011).
In the next phase of the pilot study, each of the SWTRS subscales significantly
correlated with several concurrent criterion variables, including teacher estimates of the
proportion of class time students spent on-task (r range = 0.46–0.72), academic
achievement in reading (r range = 0.19–0.57), scores on the SIBS (r range = -0.45– -0.63),
and scores on the SEBS (r range = -0.54– -0.89). Additionally, when used as a block of
predictor variables representing overall wellbeing, the SWTRS accounted for significantly
greater variance in time on-task, math and reading achievement, and number of absences,
over and above the joint contribution of the SIBS and SEBS block representing overall
distress or psychopathology (Roberson & Renshaw, 2019).
SAEBRS. In considering the SWTRS item content and factor structure evidence,
several similarities with the SAEBRS have been noted (Roberson & Renshaw, 2019). The
SAEBRS (Kilgus et al., 2013) is a relatively novel, brief teacher-report behavior rating scale
intended for use as a screening tool for elementary (Kilgus, Sims, von der Embse, & Taylor,
2016b), middle (Kilgus, Eklund, von der Embse, Taylor, & Sims, 2016a), and high school
(Kilgus, Sims, von der Embse, & Riley-Tillman, 2015) students. In drafting item content, the
developers drew from literature bases on youth behavior relevant to predicting risk in
school functioning, such as academic enablers (DiPerna, 2006; Volpe et al., 2006) and
developmental cascades (Masten et al., 2005). Teacher respondents are asked to consider
each student over the previous month and report how often the student engaged in each
described behavior on a four-point frequency-based scale.
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Research with the 19-item SAEBRS suggests that it produces scores indicative of
adaptive functioning in the domains of social behavior (SB; 6 items; e.g., “Arguing,”
“Cooperating with peers”), academic behavior (AB; 6 items; “Interested in academic topics,”
“Difficulty working independently”), emotional behavior (EB; 7 items; “Sadness,”
“Adaptable to change”), and overall total behavioral functioning (TB; 19 items). In the
interest of aligning the SAEBRS with a dual-factor conception of mental health, which
suggests unique explanatory contribution from both adaptive and maladaptive behavioral
functioning (Kwon, Kim, & Sheridan, 2012), the developers included item content related to
both problem behavior and wellbeing behavior in each scale. All items related to
maladaptive behavior are to be reverse coded prior to calculating sum scores for each of
the four scales. Note that the measure is intended to be modular, where scales can be
administered in any combination based on the aims of screening (e.g., only AB; AB and SB).
The total behavior composite score has been validated for the sum of all three scales
(Kilgus et al., 2016a; Kilgus et al., 2016b) and the sum of AB and SB only (Kilgus et al., 2013;
Kilgus et al., 2015).
Multiple studies have been conducted supporting the technical adequacy and
defensibility of the SAEBRS scores with elementary school samples (Kilgus et al., 2016a;
Kilgus et al., 2016b; von der Embse, Pendergast, Kilgus, & Eklund, 2015), which is the
population of primary interest for the present study. The evidence suggests that the
SAEBRS scores show adequate internal consistency across all scales (α ≥ .80) and have
been useful in reliably distinguishing student risk status when compared with other
established instruments including the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS; Elliott &
Gresham, 2008; r range = 0.36–0.51) and BESS (Kamphaus & Reynolds, 2007; r range =
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0.72–0.94). Risk cut-scores have been previously evaluated for the SAEBRS and suggest
that relative to the SSIS and BESS, SAEBRS scores on SB ≤ 12 and AB ≤ 9 demonstrate at
least adequate sensitivity and specificity (> .80). In addition, when compared to BESS total
risk status, cut-scores for EB (≤ 17) and TB (≤ 36) were identified as yielding similarly
acceptable diagnostic accuracy. Logistic regression analyses have also suggested that all
three SAEBRS subscales make unique contributions to explaining the variance in binary
risk status classification on the BESS (Kilgus et al., 2016a). Other research has provided
support for a correlated factors structural model for the SAEBRS (i.e., with only the SB and
AB items included) that has demonstrated adequate measurement invariance at the
configural, metric, and scalar levels between males and females (Kilgus & Pendergast,
2016) and between black and white students (Pendergast, von der Embse, Kilgus, &
Eklund, 2017).
The Current Study
Based on the studies reviewed above, the SAEBRS demonstrates strong potential as
a universal screener for youth mental health risk, whereas the SWTRS has only garnered
preliminary evidence to support its validity for such purposes. The conceptual and formal
similarities between the SAEBRS and SWTRS are also evident, including (a) the conceptual
overlap between the three behavioral domains measured, (b) intended use as a teacherreport youth mental health screener, (c) similar number of items, and (d) a similar
frequency-based response scale. However, the SAEBRS usage of positively worded items in
addition to negatively phrased items, which require reverse scoring, within the same scale
is a potentially critical difference between the two measures.
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While the SAEBRS developers are to be commended for recognizing the potential of
using a dual-factor conception of mental health for screening purposes, it is unknown to
what degree the reverse scoring of maladaptive behavior items enhances the interpretative
argument for the measure as an integrated dual-factor mental health screening tool. First,
considering the dual-factor literature, all previous studies with youth have utilized
separate measures to assess relative levels of distress and wellbeing (e.g., Suldo & Shaffer,
2008; Kim et al., 2014). This implies that the reverse coding approach taken in the SAEBRS
is a novel application of dual-factor logic, requiring empirical investigation to verify its
usefulness for screening purposes. Additionally, given that item response is in part
dependent on the context of the items preceding it (Krosnick & Presser, 2010), it is
unknown to what extent mixing item valence in the same scale alters teachers’ frequency
ratings of their students’ behavior on the SAEBRS. However, the concern relevant to the
present study is the issue of construct representation. Though the SAEBRS produces
several scores intended to reflect positive student functioning, reverse scoring maladaptive
behavior item content potentially introduces construct-irrelevant variance (AERA, APA, &
NCME, 2014). This requires a much higher level of inference to argue that the scores do in
fact represent what they claim to.
Moreover, multiple studies have found that when scores on distress- and wellbeingrelated indicators are treated as continuous predictors of a variety of outcomes, the
wellbeing variables tend to make a greater explanatory contribution to the model (e.g., Kim
et al., 2014; Roberson & Renshaw, 2019; see Renshaw, Eklund, Bolognino, & Adodo, 2016,
for a comparison of the categorical versus continuous approach to dual-factor mental
health assessment with a college student sample). Because the SWTRS items are all scaled
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to reflect positive behavior only, thus avoiding reverse coding, it does not have these
potential limitations noted with the SAEBRS. Therefore, as an additional element of the
ongoing development and refinement of two teacher-report student mental health
screeners, it is justified to directly compare the SWTRS and the SAEBRS in terms of their
concurrent and predictive criterion-related validity evidence. Additionally, although
several studies have been conducted providing strong validity evidence in favor of the
SAEBRS multidimensional measurement model (e.g., Kilgus et al., 2013; Kilgus et al., 2015;
von der Embse et al., 2015), only one preliminary study has investigated the structural
validity of the SWTRS, and therefore further research is warranted to establish an optimal
measurement model for this instrument. In light of the context sketched above, four
research questions drove the present study:
Question 1. What is the best fitting structural representation of the SWTRS items?
Hypothesis 1. Given the evidence for a three-factor latent structure found in the
pilot study (Roberson & Renshaw, 2019), consisting of the AWB, SWB, and EWB factors, the
same structure is hypothesized to replicate when fit as a correlated factors model via
confirmatory factor analysis. Further, the inclusion of an additional first-order latent factor
representing general school wellbeing is posited to improve model fit when specified as a
bifactor model. Both models will show superior model-fit to a unidimensional wellbeing
model.
Question 2. How strongly do the SWTRS scores correlate with their counterpart
scores on the SAEBRS and with the criterion variables of interest at Time 1?
Hypothesis 2. At Time 1, scores derived from the four hypothesized SWTRS factors
will show large positive correlations with each of the four companion SAEBRS scores (i.e.,
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AWB–AB; SWB–SB; EWB–EB). Additionally, the SWTRS scores will show a small to
moderate positive correlation with academic achievement in math and reading, with AWB
having the strongest correlations, as well as a large negative correlation with the Strengths
and Difficulties Questionnaire total difficulties score (SDQ-T) and a moderate to large
positive correlation with ratings of the proportion of time spent on-task.
Question 3. How well do the SWTRS scores function as indicators of risk as
indicated by risk on the SDQ-T?
Hypothesis 3. ROC curve analyses conducted with the Time 1 data will reveal cutpoints for the four SWTRS scores that correspond to being at-risk with at least adequate
classification sensitivity and specificity for the SDQ-T. The total wellbeing score will have
the strongest diagnostic accuracy compared to the AWB, SWB, and EWB scores.
Question 4. How well do the cut-scores derived for the SWTRS and SAEBRS based
on Time 1 data compare as concurrent and predictive indicators of risk status on several
variables at Time 1 and Time 2?
Hypothesis 4. Time 1 SWTRS risk status for each outcome variable will be superior
indicators of risk for each outcome variable—SDQ-T, math and reading achievement, time
on-task, and intervention status—at Time 1 and Time 2 compared to the SAEBRS, as
determined from larger odds ratios from generalized linear mixed modeling.
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Method
Participants
The study utilized a sample of elementary school (i.e., Pre K–5th grade) teachers to
rate their students’ behavioral and academic functioning at school on two occasions during
the school year. Teacher participants (N = 18) were recruited from four elementary schools
in a mid-sized urban city in the southern U.S. and completed informed consent procedures
approved by the university Institutional Review Board prior to the beginning of data
collection. Participants were predominantly female (94%), with a mean age of 35.1 (SD =
10.7), had been teaching for 9.3 years on average (SD = 8.2), and 52% held master’s
degrees. Over half of teachers identified as White/Caucasian (56%), with smaller
proportions of Black/African American (22%), Asian (17%), and multiracial (7%)
identities.
Students (Time 1: N = 371; Time 2: N = 332) were about evenly split among sex
(52% Male) and had a median age of 8 (M = 7.8, SD = 1.7). 53% of students were identified
as Black/African American, 19% White/Caucasian, 11% Hispanic/Latinx, 9% Asian, 4%
multiracial, and less than 1% each American Indian/Alaskan Native, Native
Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander, Arab, Pakistani, and Trinidadian. Teachers completed
surveys for a median number of 24 students per class both at Time 1 (M = 20.6, SD = 7.8)
and Time 2 (M = 22.1, SD = 5.1). Two teachers dropped out during Time 1 data collection
after completing only 1 and 5 surveys, respectively, while all others completed surveys for
their entire class. By grade level, the Time 1 sample consisted of one Pre-K class (n = 6),
two Kindergarten classes (n = 48), three first-grade classes (n = 71), three second-grade
classes (n = 75), three third-grade classes (n = 51), four fourth-grade classes (n = 98), and
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two fifth-grade classes (n = 22). One first-grade teacher dropped out after completing the
Time 1 surveys, thus reducing the Time 2 sample by 24 students. Fourteen other students
moved out of their Time 1 classroom and were therefore not represented at Time 2.
Moreover, four students were added to the sample at Time 2. At both time points, 4% of the
student sample had an active Individualized Education Plan (IEP) and 16% had a language
other than English as their first learned language (predominantly Spanish). At Time 1, 4%
of the student sample had a 504 Plan, whereas 5% had a 504 Plan at Time 2.
Measures
Student Wellbeing Teacher-Report Scale (SWTRS). The SWTRS (Roberson &
Renshaw, 2019) is comprised of content relating to positive student experiences across
academic, social, and emotional wellbeing domains at school. Teachers were asked to
indicate how frequently each student displayed the school-specific WB behaviors over the
previous month. Response options were arranged along a five-point relative-frequency
based scale, ranging from 0 = Never to 4 = Almost Always. Item content was lightly revised
from the previous study to remove items that contribute potentially construct irrelevant
variance and incorporate additional content that better relates to each wellbeing domain.
Following factor analyses, total scores were derived by summing all items (Total Wellbeing
[TWB]) as well as the clusters of items within each subscale (Academic [AWB], Social
[SWB], and Emotional Wellbeing [EWB]). Risk cut-scores were established for the three
specific WB subscales and the total WB composite scale through the ROC curve procedure
outlined in the “Classification Accuracy” subsection of the “Data Analyses” section, below.
Table 1 and Table 2 provide descriptive summary statistics for the SWTRS scores at Time 1
and Time 2 respectively.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Time 1 SWTRS and SAEBRS Scores
SWTRS TWB
SWTRS AWB
SWTRS SWB
SWTRS EWB
SAEBRS TB
SAEBRS AB
SAEBRS SB
SAEBRS EB

# Items
12
4
4
4
19
6
6
7

Min, Max
8, 48
0, 16
1, 16
3, 16
7, 57
0, 18
1, 18
3, 21

Med
38
12
13
14
45
13
15
17

M
37.1
11.2
12.4
13.4
43.2
12.4
14.2
16.6

SD
9.2
4.1
3.5
3.0
10.3
4.5
4.0
3.7

ω
.98
.96
.93
.94
.98
.95
.95
.93

ωC [95% CI]
.96 [.94, .97]
.91 [.89, .93]
.92 [.89, .94]
.93 [.91, .95]
.94 [.92, .96]
.94 [.90, .97]

ωH
.87
.27
.23
.24
.85
.25
.29
.42

H
.95
.61
.50
.58
.96
.64
.68
.83

Skew
-.61
-.46
-.80
-1.06
-.60
-.48
-.98
-.84

Kurt
-.40
-.64
-.23
.41
-.33
-.68
.10
.38

ωC [95% CI]
.95 [.94, .97]
.91 [.88, .93]
.95 [.93, .98]
.94 [.92, .95]
.92 [.90, .94]
.95 [.93, .98]

ωH
.88
.27
.19
.24
.87
.25
.34
.31

H
.95
.58
.46
.53
.96
.62
.72
.75

Skew
-.90
-.85
-.90
-1.23
-.89
-.73
-1.16
-.90

Kurt
.28
.08
-.20
1.12
.38
-.23
.44
.30

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Time 2 SWTRS and SAEBRS Scores
SWTRS TWB
SWTRS AWB
SWTRS SWB
SWTRS EWB
SAEBRS TB
SAEBRS AB
SAEBRS SB
SAEBRS EB

# Items
12
4
4
4
19
6
6
7

Min, Max
4, 48
0, 16
1, 16
2, 16
9, 57
0, 18
2, 18
3, 21

Med
40
13
14
15
47
14
16
18

M
38.6
12.0
12.9
13.7
45.0
13.2
14.7
17.1

SD
8.8
3.9
3.3
2.9
10.0
4.4
3.7
3.6

ω
.98
.96
.93
.95
.98
.96
.95
.93

Note. TWB = Total Wellbeing. AWB = Academic Wellbeing. SWB = Social Wellbeing. EWB = Emotional
Wellbeing. TB = Total Behavior. AB = Academic Behavior. SB = Social Behavior. EB = Emotional Behavior.
Med = Median. M = Mean. SD = Standard Deviation. ω = Omega. ωC = Omega categorical with bias corrected
and accelerated bootstrapped 95% confidence interval. Estimates of ωC are not reported for the two total
scores as the package produced estimates > 1.0. ωH = Omega hierarchical. H = Hancock & Mueller’s (2008)
latent reliability coefficient. Skew = Skewness. Kurt =Kurtosis.
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Social, Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk Screener (SAEBRS). The SAEBRS
(Kilgus, Chafouleas, Riley-Tillman, 2013) is a 19-item measure intended for use as a
behavioral risk screening tool for youth in K–12 settings. Teachers were asked to indicate
how frequently each student displayed the behaviors over the past month. Response
options were arranged along a four-point relative-frequency based scale, ranging from 0 =
Never to 3 = Almost Always. Two items on the SB subscale, two items on the EB subscale, and
four items on the AB subscale are positively worded (e.g., “Is interested in academics”),
while all other items are negatively worded (e.g., “Seems fearful”) and require reverse
coding, so that larger summed scores indicate more positive functioning. Pre-established
cut-scores have been suggested in past research (see Introduction), but for comparisons
with the SWTRS in this sample, risk cut-scores were established for each criterion variable
using the approach outlined in the “Classification Accuracy” subsection of the “Data
Analyses” section, below. See Table 1 and Table 2 for descriptive summary statistics of the
SAEBRS scores at Time 1 and Time 2 respectively.
In the present study, replication CFA showed acceptable data-model fit for the 19item SAEBRS bifactor structure at both Time 1—χ2(133) = 409.17, CFI = .978, RMSEA[90%
CI] = .075[.067, .083], SRMR = .050—and Time 2— χ2(133) = 448.52, CFI = .969,
RMSEA[90% CI] = .085[.076, .093], SRMR = .054. Internal consistency of the four SAEBRS
composite scores were strong at the observed level, as indicated by ω and ωC reliability
estimates (>.90) at both time points. ωH estimates suggested ≥ 85% reliable variance in the
composite score attributable to true differences in TB and 25–42% systematic variance
accounted for by the subscales independent of the general factor. Further, latent reliability H
was strong for the TB score (H = .96) but notably weaker for the three subscales (H = .62–
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.83). Test-retest reliability was strong between the two time points for all four SAEBRS
scores (r = .72–.83). Skewness and kurtosis estimates were < |3.0| for all scores, suggesting
a relatively normal distribution of ratings.
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ). The SDQ–Teacher Version
(Goodman, 1997) is a widely-used informant-report rating scale that captures youths’
emotional and behavioral functioning across multiple domains. Factor-analytic studies most
commonly suggest the presence of five factors from the SDQ’s 25 items including conduct
disorder, hyperactivity, emotional symptoms, peer problems, and prosocial behavior.
However, there is some evidence that a three-factor structure—consisting of externalizing
(EXT; sum of conduct and hyperactivity scores), internalizing (INT; sum of emotional and
peer problems), and prosocial behavior (PS) factors—may be more suitable for a general
population U.S. sample (Bourdon, Goodman, Rae, Simpson, & Koretz, 2005). A total
difficulties (SDQ-T) score can also be obtained from the sum of all subscales excluding PS. Of
greatest interest for the present study is the SDQ-T, but correlations with PS, INT, and EXT
were also investigated through supplementary validation analyses. A meta-analysis of the
SDQ for youth ages 4–12 suggests that the teacher version has demonstrated strong internal
consistency of the total difficulties composite (α = .82, range = .62–.85; Stone, Otten, Engels,
Vermulst, & Janssens, 2010). Concurrent validity evidence has also been found for the SDQT, which has shown large correlations with other behavioral measures such as the ChildBehavior Checklist (r = .76, range = .68–.87; Stone et al., 2010) and Rutter questionnaire (r =
.92; Goodman, 1997).
When responding to the SDQ items, teachers were asked to consider the student’s
behavior over the past month and then select their agreement with one of three response
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options: 0 = not true, 1 = somewhat true, and 2 = certainly true. Note that in typical SDQ
administration respondents are prompted to consider the behavior over the past six months
or since the beginning of the school year. This temporal framing was adjusted in this study
to the previous month for consistency with the other measures. To ensure that derived
scores are still meaningful under this alternate time-frame, a confirmatory factor analysis
was conducted with the SDQ items to test consistency of the factor structure from past
research with the present samples. Results demonstrated acceptable data-model fit for a
three correlated-factors solution of INT, EXT, and PS scores at both Time 1—χ2(249) =
776.42, CFI = .942, RMSEA[90% CI] = .076[.070, .082], SRMR = .110—and Time 2— χ2(249)
= 760.09, CFI = .937, RMSEA[90% CI] = .079[.072, .085], SRMR = .111. Risk was established
from the literature for SDQ-T (≥ 16) and relates to a categorization of “abnormal”
functioning which corresponds to the top 10% most extreme scores from the
standardization sample. Approximately 14% of the Time 1 sample and 13% of Time 2 were
identified as at-risk on the SDQ-T. Internal consistency of the SDQ-T was strong, as
calculated from categorical omega with bootstrapped confidence interval at both Time 1—
ωC [95% CI] = .998 [.929, 1.00]—and Time 2— ωC [95% CI] = .984 [.907, 1.00]. Test-retest
reliability was strong between the two time points (r = .81) and skewness and kurtosis
estimates were < |3.0| at both time points, suggesting a relatively normal distribution of
scores.
Academic achievement. Teacher estimates of students’ academic achievement were
obtained for both reading and math and used as criterion variables. For both subject areas,
teachers responded to a single item about the subject domain, “In the past month, how well
has the student performed in reading/math?” followed by a five-point response scale
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ranging from 1 = Far below grade level to 5 = Far above grade level. For the purpose of this
study, students with a score ≤ 2 were classified in a broad risk category, while those with a
score of 1 were also grouped in a severe risk category. For Time 1 reading (M = 3.0, SD = .9),
29% of students were rated either 1 or 2 and 5% were rated 1. At Time 2 (M = 3.1, SD = .9),
22% of students were rated either 1 or 2 and 5% were rated 1. Test-retest reliability for
reading was strong between the two time points (r = .79). For Time 1 math (M = 3.0, SD =
.9), 25% of students were rated 1 or 2 and 5% were rated 1. At Time 2 (M = 3.1, SD = .9),
20% of students were rated either 1 or 2 and 5% were rated 1. Test-retest reliability for
math was also strong between the two time points (r = .75). Skewness and kurtosis
estimates were < |3.0| for both domains, suggesting a relatively normal distribution of
ratings at both time points.
Time on-task. Teacher estimates of student’s time engaged in “on-task” activities
(TOT) was measured with a single item reading, “In the past month, what percent of time
was the student on-task during class?” followed by an 11-point response scale ranging from
0% (Never) to 100% (Always). TOT (Time 1: M = 75.7, SD = 20.9; Time 2: M = 79.8, SD =
19.4) was used as a criterion measure with scores at or below the 20th percentile (Time 1:
60% TOT; Time 2: 70% TOT) considered to be in the at-risk range. Twenty-seven percent of
the current sample were in the at-risk range at Time 1 and 31% at Time 2. Test-retest
reliability was strong between the two time points (r = .79). Skewness and kurtosis
estimates were < |3.0|, suggesting a relatively normal distribution of ratings at both time
points.
Intervention involvement. Teachers indicated if the student is currently receiving
additional intervention for (a) math, (b) reading, and/or (c) behavioral concerns.
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Additionally, teachers reported whether the intervention is at the (a) Tier 2/Moderate or
(b) Tier 3/Intensive level of support. Involvement with academic intervention (i.e.,
indicating “Yes” for any level of math and/or reading intervention) and behavioral
intervention were both used as criterion variables. At Time 1, 25% of students were
receiving some form of academic intervention and 30% were at Time 2. Four percent of
students were receiving behavioral intervention at both time points.
Procedure
Data collection. Teachers were asked to complete the above rating scales for each
student in their class at two time points during the school year, which were spaced two to
three months apart, depending on the data collection logistics of particular schools. Data
were collected electronically using a secure online survey application. Teachers were sent
an individualized spreadsheet with a single column filled with unique identification codes
that they were to assign to each student in their class. These codes were the primary
mechanism that linked students’ Time 1 and Time 2 scores, while keeping the data
anonymous to the researcher. Prior to the data collection at Time 1, the researcher
facilitated in-person trainings with the teachers lasting approximately 30-minutes per
school to explain the nature of the study, review planned data collection, review the
informed consent information, and address any outstanding questions. Teachers were able
to complete the questionnaires at their leisure over approximately one week. A parallel
procedure was used at Time 2, excluding the in-person training.
Data Analyses
Latent factor structure. To investigate the hypothesized latent structure of the
revised SWTRS items, the relative fit of three potential measurement models was compared
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via confirmatory factor analyses (CFA). The first CFA involved fitting all items to a single
latent factor hypothesized to measure general/total wellbeing (TWB). In the second CFA, a
correlated factors model was tested where each item was specified to load uniquely on its
intended domain-specific latent factors (i.e., AWB, SWB, or EWB), and each latent factor was
allowed to freely covary with the other factors. The final CFA tested a bifactor structure
where both the domain-specific and domain-general wellbeing factors were specified as
first-order (i.e., the items load directly onto all latent variables) and were specified as
orthogonal with each other (i.e., factor covariance fixed at 0). The bifactor model tested if
the domain-specific factors account for meaningful variance in the data after controlling for
the effect of TWB.
CFA was conducted using the lavaan (Rosseel, 2012) package in R (R Core Team,
2016). Mean- and variance-adjusted weighted least squares estimation was used to analyze
the structure and data–model fit was assessed using a variety of indices, including robust
variants of the model chi-squared (χ2) statistic, comparative fit index (CFI; Brosseau-Liard &
Savalei, 2014), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; Brosseau-Liard,
Savalei, & Li, 2012). Because the SWTRS responses were considered ordinal rather than
continuous, these robust fit indices were used where available as they offer less biased
results for categorical data compared to the traditional variants. Data–model fit was also
assessed using the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). This study used the
following general guidelines to indicate at least adequate data–model fit: χ2 with an
associated p > .05 (Kline, 2016), CFI ≥ .90, RMSEA with 90% confidence interval (CI) ≤ .08,
and SRMR ≤ .08. Moreover, strong fit was indicated by CFI ≥ .95 and RMSEA ≤ .05 (Hu &
Bentler, 1999).
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Observed score reliability was evaluated using three omega reliability statistics—(1)
traditional omega (ω), (2) categorical omega with bootstrapped 95% confidence interval
(ωC), and (3) hierarchical omega (ωH). For ω and ωC , values ≥ .70 were considered adequate.
For the total scores, ωH represents the proportion of systematic variance in scores on the
general factor attributable to true independent differences on the composite. For the
subscales, ωH reflects the proportion of reliable variance in scores for the specific domains
that vary independently of the general factor (Reise, Bonifay, & Haviland, 2013; Dunn,
Baguley, & Brunsden, 2014; Kelley & Pornprasertmanit, 2016). Reise et al. (2013) suggest
that ωH > .80 indicates a scale that is essentially unidimensional for practical purposes.
Scale reliability was evaluated at the latent level using Mueller & Hancock’s (2008) H
statistic, where higher values indicate more well-defined latent variables that are more
likely to replicate in other samples. H values > .80 have been suggested as a rule-of-thumb
cut-off for adequate latent reliability. Reliability indices were calculated using Dueber’s
(2017) bifactor indices calculator and the MBESS package in R (Kelley, 2016).
Classification accuracy. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses
were performed with the SWTRS to identify which cutoff score results in the strongest
indication of risk status as compared to the criterion of risk on the SDQ-T. The approach to
identifying the performance of potential cut-scores followed an exploratory procedure,
where a variety of conditional probability statistics were evaluated including total area
under the ROC curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive
values. Preference was given to sensitivity and specificity, as these have the strongest
demonstrated practical utility in evaluating the worth of screening instruments (Kilgus,
Methe, Maggin, & Tomasula, 2014). Sensitivity values ≥ .90 were considered optimal, ≥ .80
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acceptable, and ≥ .70 borderline (Jenkins, Hudson, & Johnson, 2007). Similarly, specificity
values ≥ .80 were considered optimal, ≥ .70 acceptable, and ≥ .60 borderline (Hintze &
Silberglitt, 2005).
A systematic multi-step procedure employed in past screener research (Kilgus,
Eklund, von der Embse, Taylor, & Sims, 2016a) was used to evaluate the strength of all
possible cut-scores, where steps are ordered from most to least ideal classification accuracy.
If a score did not meet criteria for the first step, scores were evaluated relative to the
weaker criteria at step 2, and so on. The search was terminated at the first instance of a
score meeting the criteria of a step. These steps were as follows: (1) optimal sensitivity and
specificity, (2) acceptable sensitivity and optimal specificity, (3) optimal sensitivity and
acceptable specificity, (4) acceptable sensitivity and specificity, (5) borderline sensitivity
and acceptable specificity, and (6) acceptable sensitivity and borderline specificity. In the
event of multiple scores meeting the criteria at the same step, the score with the least
discrepant sensitivity and specificity values was selected.
Comparative concurrent and predictive validity. A series of generalized linear
mixed models (GLMM) were fit with the lme4 package in R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, &
Walker, 2015) and used to predict Time 1 and Time 2 risk status of each criterion variable
from Time 1 risk status on the SWTRS scales and, independently, the SAEBRS scales. The
GLMM approach used was similar to logistic regression, in that it accommodated categorical
dependent variables, but also accounted for the multiple levels of nesting in the data. That is,
the models accounted for each student (level-1) who were nested within classrooms and
teacher raters (level-2). Accounting for this nested structure is recommended to improve
the accuracy of statistical estimates by including the contextual information likely to
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correlate with the outcomes of interest beyond the predictor variables themselves
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Moreover, this approach is robust to unequal clusters within
the same level (e.g., different number of students in each class).
For each outcome variable, four blocks of fixed effects predictors were tested in
independent models: (1) Time 1 risk status on the SWTRS TWB score, (2) Time 1 risk status
on the SWTRS AWB, SWB, and EWB scores, (3) Time 1 risk status on the SAEBRS total score,
and (4) Time 1 risk status on the SAEBRS AB, SB, and EB scores. Estimated parameters were
added to the models systematically to test for contribution to model fit in line with the
procedure outlined by Hox (2010). In step one, the degree of association among the clusters
at each level and the outcome variable was estimated by excluding all predictors and
specifying a random intercept. In step two, the four fixed effects predictor blocks above
were introduced into their own respective random intercept models. Model fit was
evaluated via significant likelihood ratio tests (p < .05) between nested models and by
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1987) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC;
Schwartz, 1978) statistics, where smaller values indicate improved fit compared to the
baseline random intercept model. The strength of individual predictors was assessed and
compared based on odds ratios (OR), which represent how much more likely a person
identified as at-risk on the predictor is to be at-risk on the criterion, relative to someone not
at-risk on the predictor. OR ≥ 1.44 was considered a small effect, OR ≥ 2.47 medium, and OR
≥ 4.25 large.
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Results
Structural Validity
The first CFA of the 18 SWTRS items specified a unidimensional measurement model.
Results showed uniformly strong factor loadings (λTWB = .78–.92) but overall weak datamodel fit— χ2(135) = 1095.93, CFI = .943, RMSEA[90% CI] = .139[.132, .147], SRMR = .089.
The next CFA tested the three correlated-factors measurement model and showed improved
data-model fit on most indices, with the exception of RMSEA— χ2(132) = 692.76, CFI = .967,
RMSEA[90% CI] = .107[.100, .115], SRMR = .060. Results from the second CFA also showed
strong factor loadings for the items on each factor—λAWB = .84–.95, λSWB = .83–.92, λEWB =
.83–.95—and strong covariance among the factors (ϕ = .79–.84). A bifactor model was then
specified to test the tenability of a total wellbeing score in addition to the three domainspecific factors, keeping all four factors orthogonal with the others. As predicted, this model
showed adequate to strong data-model fit on all indices— χ2 (117) = 382.91, CFI = .984,
RMSEA[90% CI] = .079[.070, .087], SRMR = .039. Yet the bifactor model also showed greater
variability in the strength of item factor loadings—λTWB = .67–.89, λAWB = .18–.64, λSWB = .18–
.46, λEWB = .11–.63.
Although the 18-item SWTRS bifactor model met the fit criteria and was the
strongest fitting model of the three tested, inspection of the model residual correlations
showed two item pairs with correlations > |.10|, indicating inadequate local data-model fit
(Kline, 2016). Thus, an additional CFA was conducted that retained only the four strongest
loading items in each of the three domains, to test the tenability of a reduced 12-item
bifactor model. Testing this model was motivated by the pursuit of (a) potentially stronger
statistical defensibility, (b) elimination of items with relatively weaker theoretical and
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statistical coherence to their respective domains, (c) equal contribution of variance from
each of the domain-specific factors to the overall TWB score, and (d) a briefer measure that
enhances the feasibility of administration in practice. Results from this analysis showed that
the 12-item bifactor structure had the strongest global data-model fit of all tested models—
χ2(42) = 89.39, CFI = .995, RMSEA[90% CI] = .055[.039, .071], SRMR = .025—as well as
improved factor loadings over the original bifactor structure— λTWB = .68–.86, λAWB = .34–
.67, λSWB = .28–.52, λEWB = .18–.63. Model residual correlations for this model were also
uniformly < |.10|, indicating adequate local fit. Table 3 shows all pattern matrix factor
loadings for the final bifactor structure of the 12 SWTRS items and relevant item- and scalelevel indices at Time 1. Further evidence for the 12-item structure was found at Time 2 via a
replication CFA, which yielded acceptable global fit indices—χ2(42) = 113.78, CFI = .992,
RMSEA[90% CI] = .072[.056, .088], SRMR = .026—adequate factor loadings—λTWB = .71–.85,
λAWB = .34–.60, λSWB = .24–.51, λEWB = .32–.56—and uniformly small residual correlations (<
|.10|).
Descriptive statistics and reliability estimates for each of the four SWTRS scores from
the 12-item model are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Internal consistency of the four
SWTRS composite scores were strong at the observed level as indicated by ω and ωC
reliability estimates (>.90). ωH estimates suggest ≥ 87% reliable variance in the composite is
attributable to true differences in the TWB score, and that the domain-specific factors
account for 19–27% of the systematic variance in response independent of the general WB
factor. Latent reliability H was strong for the TWB score (H = .95) but weaker for the three
subscales (H = .46–.61). Test-retest reliability was strong between the two time points for all
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four SWTRS scores (r = .72–.83). Skewness and kurtosis estimates were < |3.0| for all scores,
suggesting a relatively normal distribution of ratings.
Table 3. Pattern Matrix Factor Coefficients for the 12-Item SWTRS Model and Relevant
Item- and Scale-Level Indices
Item
Confident w/ new material
Works independently
Engaged
Perseveres w/ difficult work
Well behaved
Kind to peers
Easy to get along with
Handles frustrations well
Happy
Smiles
Enjoys group work
Sociable
ECV-All
ECV-Specific
FD

Uni.
.853
.890
.881
.877
.756
.796
.842
.781
.856
.810
.821
.804
-

TWB
.688
.713
.857
.839
.703
.753
.811
.786
.760
.680
.854
.755
.723
.723
.954

Bifactor Model
AWB
SWB
.572
.665
.335
.373
.522
.480
.441
.282

.104
.297
.895

.079
.250
.797

EWB

.556
.632
.176
.425
.094
.282
.862

IECV
.591
.535
.867
.835
.645
.711
.772
.886
.651
.537
.959
.759
-

Note. Uni. = Factor loadings from the unidimensional SWTRS model. TWB = General
factor/Total Wellbeing. AWB = Academic Wellbeing. SWB = Social Wellbeing. EWB =
Emotional Wellbeing. IECV = Item explained common variance. Bolded IECV values are > .80
and indicate items whose composite is essentially equivalent to the general factor. ECV-All =
Proportion of explained common variance relative to all explained variance. ECV-Specific =
Proportion of explained common variance relative to the explained variance of the items
loading onto the specific factor. FD = Factor determinacy representing the correlation
between factor scores and the factor. All factor loadings are presented in standardized form.
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Criterion Validity
Table 4 presents the correlations among all SWTRS, SAEBRS, and outcome variables
at both time points with a Holm-Bonferroni correction applied to curb the effects of
inflated Type 1 family-wise error rates due to multiple comparisons. As predicted,
correlations among each of the four SWTRS scores with their counterpart SAEBRS score
were uniformly strong and positive at Time 1, providing evidence for convergent validity.
Further, correlations among the subscales were strongest with their counterpart SAEBRS
score as compared to any of the other three domains, providing evidence for discriminant
validity. The SWTRS and SAEBRS total scores correlated the strongest with each other (r =
.91 at Time 1 and Time 2) compared with any of the other subscales at both time points.
SWTRS correlations with each of the four outcome variables were also as predicted.
Ratings of TOT showed uniformly strong positive correlations with each of the four SWTRS
scores at both time points (r = .54–.78). At Time 1, academic achievement in math and
reading had small to moderate positive correlations with SWB, EWB, and TWB, but a large
positive correlation with AWB (> .50). These correlations at Time 2 were generally slightly
larger, but the comparative pattern remained the same, with AWB showing the strongest
associations. As predicted, correlations with the SDQ-T showed strongly negative
association with all four SWTRS scores at both time points. TWB and SWB correlations
with SDQ-T were identical and had the strongest correlational magnitude, compared to all
other SDQ-T correlations, at both Time 1 and Time 2 (r = -.83). Additionally, at both time
points, SDQ INT showed large negative correlations with all SWTRS scores but had the
strongest negative association with EWB. Similarly, SDQ EXT also had large negative
correlations with all SWTRS scores but showed the strongest negative association with
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Table 4. Time 1 and Time 2 Pearson r Correlations among SWTRS, SAEBRS, and Criterion Variable Scores
1. SWTRS AWB
2. SWTRS SWB
3. SWTRS EWB
4. SWTRS TWB
5. SAEBRS AB
6. SAEBRS SB
7. SAEBRS EB
8. SAEBRS TB
9. TOT
10. Math Ach
11. Reading Ach
12. SDQ Tot
13. SDQ Int
14. SDQ Ext
15. SDQ PS

1
.83
.64
.64
.89
.87
.52
.60
.79
.78
.62
.58
-.67
-.48
-.62
.53

2
.64
.83
.63
.87
.66
.89
.63
.86
.62
.28
.25
-.83
-.49
-.85
.71

3
.63
.63
.72
.85
.57
.50
.74
.71
.54
.33
.25
-.68
-.69
-.49
.59

4
.89
.87
.84
.83
.82
.73
.75
.91
.76
.49
.43
-.83
-.62
-.76
.69

5
.89
.70
.64
.87
.79
.62
.57
.88
.83
.59
.55
-.73
-.45
-.73
.56

6
.48
.86
.49
.69
.58
.83
.54
.85
.61
.24
.21
-.80
-.39
-.88
.66

7
.63
.63
.72
.75
.65
.56
.72
.81
.55
.30
.26
-.75
-.79
-.52
.51

8
.80
.85
.72
.91
.89
.82
.85
.82
.79
.46
.41
-.90
-.63
-.84
.68

9
.73
.64
.57
.75
.79
.58
.62
.78
.79
.56
.53
-.71
-.45
-.69
.52

10
.66
.33
.36
.53
.62
.19
.34
.46
.48
.75
.82
-.35
-.26
-.32
.24

11
.65
.29
.33
.51
.60
.19
.32
.45
.47
.84
.79
-.31
-.19
-.31
.22

12
-.66
-.83
-.69
-.83
-.74
-.81
-.78
-.91
-.74
-.32
-.32
.81
.76
.89
-.64

13
-.51
-.56
-.72
-.67
-.53
-.48
-.80
-.70
-.55
-.24
-.23
.82
.72
.39
-.38

14
-.62
-.83
-.51
-.75
-.73
-.87
-.59
-.85
-.71
-.31
-.30
.91
.50
.84
-.64

15
.57
.70
.62
.72
.61
.64
.55
.70
.57
.26
.24
-.67
-.42
-.69
.66

Note. Values below the diagonal reflect Time 1 correlations and values above the diagonal reflect Time 2 correlations. Bold
values on the diagonal indicate the test-retest correlation between Time 1 and Time 2.
All correlations statistically significant at Holm-Bonferroni adjusted p < .05.
SWTRS = Student Wellbeing Teacher-Report Scale. TWB = Total Wellbeing. AWB = Academic Wellbeing. SWB = Social
Wellbeing. EWB = Emotional Wellbeing. SAEBRS = Social, Academic, and Emotional Behavior Risk Screener. TB = Total
Behavior. AB = Academic Behavior. SB = Social Behavior. EB = Emotional Behavior. TOT = Time On-Task. Math = Academic
achievement in math. Reading = Academic achievement in reading. SDQ = Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire. Tot = SDQ
total. Int = SDQ internalizing behavior. Ext = SDQ externalizing behavior. PS = SDQ prosocial behavior.
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SWB, providing additional convergent and discriminant validity evidence for these two
wellbeing domains. Finally, SWTRS correlations with SDQ PS were uniformly large and
positive with SWB and TWB, showing the strongest associations at both time points (r =
.69–.72).
Classification Accuracy
Table 5 shows all relevant summary statistics from the ROC curve analyses of the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores discriminating risk as indicated by the SDQ-T. As predicted, a
risk cut-score was able to be identified for each of these subscales with adequate sensitivity
and specificity. Overall, AUC point estimates were strong for all SWTRS (AUC = .81–.91) and
SAEBRS scores (AUC = .87–.95). Among the SWTRS scores, the risk cut-score for TWB (31)
was not clearly the strongest performing, contrary to the hypothesis, as the cut-score for
SWB (10) showed generally equivalent classification accuracy to TWB, with acceptable
sensitivity and optimal specificity. Although, TWB and SWB had better overall diagnostic
accuracy than both AWB (cut-score: 10) and EWB (cut-score: 12). In comparison, the
SAEBRS cut-scores tended to show slightly stronger overall classification accuracy for most
subscale scores, except EB, which was essentially the same as the SWTRS EWB. Note that
with the exception of AB (cut-score: 9), the SAEBRS cut-scores identified in this sample
deviated from the recommended cuts from past research by 1 point (TB: Current = 35,
Recommended = 36; SB: Current = 11, Recommended = 12) to 2 points (EB: Current = 15,
Recommended = 17).
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Table 5. ROC Curve Analysis Results for the SWTRS and SAEBRS Scores Compared to SDQ-T Risk Criterion

SWTRS TWB
SWTRS AWB
SWTRS SWB
SWTRS EWB
SAEBRS TB
SAEBRS AB
SAEBRS SB
SAEBRS EB

AUC [95% CI]

Cut Score

% At-Risk

Sens

Spec

PPV

NPV

.91[.87–.94]
.81[.75–.86]
.91[.87–.95]
.86[.81–.91]
.95[.93–.98]
.87[.83–.92]
.92[.88–.96]
.87[.82–.93]

31
10
10
12
35
9
11
15

28%
45%
28%
34%
24%
29%
24%
35%

.82**
.90***
.84**
.84**
.90***
.82**
.86**
.86**

.81***
.62*
.81***
.73**
.86***
.80***
.85***
.73**

.39
.26
.40
.33
.49
.38
.47
.32

.97
.98
.97
.97
.98
.97
.98
.97

Note. TWB = Total Wellbeing. AWB = Academic Wellbeing. SWB = Social Wellbeing. EWB = Emotional
Wellbeing. TB = Total Behavior. AB = Academic Behavior. SB = Social Behavior. EB = Emotional Behavior.
AUC [95% CI] = Area Under the ROC Curve and 95% confidence interval. Sens = Sensitivity. Spec = Specificity.
PPV = Positive Predictive Value. NPV = Negative Predictive Value.
* = Borderline. ** = Acceptable. *** = Optimal.
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Comparative Concurrent and Predictive Validity
All tested GLMMs described below demonstrated meaningful improvement over
their respective baseline random intercept model, as indicated by statistically significant χ2
deviance tests and improved AIC and BIC model fit indices.
SDQ Total risk status. Table 6 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1
risk status of SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of concurrent SDQ-T risk. The
intraclass correlation (ICC) estimate from the baseline model indicated that about 9% of
the variance in SDQ-T risk status was attributable to differences in level-2 clustering
(teacher raters). In the second model, risk on the SWTRS TWB demonstrated a large and
statistically significant effect in concurrently predicting risk on the SDQ-T (OR = 19.11). In
the third model, the three SWTRS subscales each made a large and statistically significant
unique contribution to model fit (OR = 4.31–8.85), with SWB showing the largest effect.
The fourth model indicated that risk on the SAEBRS TB scale was statistically significant
and associated with > 56 times greater odds (large effect) of being at-risk on the SDQ-T.
The final model showed that each of the three SAEBRS subscales made a large and
statistically-significant unique contribution to model fit (OR = 5.53–12.68), with SB
showing the largest unique effect. Overall, contrary to what was predicted, the SAEBRS
scores showed at least somewhat better concurrent predictive ability compared to each of
their counterpart SWTRS scores. However, consistent with the hypothesis, the relative
pattern of score strength was parallel between the SWTRS and SAEBRS, with total scores
(i.e., TWB, TB) showing the largest effect of all four scales, and the social domain scores
(i.e., SWB, SB) showing the largest unique effect among the subscales.
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Table 6. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent SDQ Total Risk Status

Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR

Fixed
Intercept -1.97(.22)c
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional

.14

-3.39(.36)c
2.95(.41)c

.03
19.11

-4.96(.62)c

.01

1.46(.55)b
2.18(.44)c
1.57(.46)c

4.31
8.85
4.81

-4.06(.47)c .02
4.03(.51)c 56.26

-5.08(.59)c

.01

1.72(.48)c
2.54(.48)c
1.71(.49)c

5.58
12.68
5.53

Random
Intercept
Variance

.33

.11

.10

.13

.04

.09
288.9
296.7
-

.03
220.9
232.7
70.0(1)c

.03
191.8
211.3
103.1(3)c

.04
179.1
190.8
111.8(1)c

.01
162.8
182.4
132.1(3)c

Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
χ2(df)

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 7 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the SWTRS
and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future risk status on the SDQ-T at Time 2. Baseline ICC
suggested that 32% of the variance in Time 2 SDQ-T risk status was attributable to
differences between teacher-raters. In the second model, Time 1 TWB risk was a
statistically significant predictor of Time 2 SDQ-T risk (OR = 26.05, large effect). In the third
model, risk on AWB (OR = 5.81) and SWB (OR = 12.43) made large and statisticallysignificant unique contributions to model fit, but EWB did not. In the fourth model, SAEBRS
TB showed a large and statistically significant effect (OR = 31.50), which was the strongest
predictive effect across all models, though the discrepancy between TWB and TB was much
narrower than at Time 1. As with the SWTRS subscales, the final model showed that risk on
the SAEBRS academic (OR = 9.87) and social (OR = 12.81) behavior domains both made
large and statistically-significant unique contributions to model fit, while the emotional
domain did not. In comparison, all four SWTRS scores showed larger ORs predicting Time 2
SDQ-T risk than predicting concurrent risk. Conversely, SAEBRS risk status showed weaker
performance in predicting Time 2 risk than concurrent risk, except for SB risk which
remained essentially the same. Further, while AB showed a somewhat larger effect
compared to AWB, SWB and SB functioned equitably.
Time on-task risk status. Table 8 displays comparative model summaries of Time
1 risk status on the SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as concurrent predictors of TOT risk. The
ICC from the baseline model indicated that 17% of the variance in Time 1 TOT risk status
was accounted for by differences among the teacher-raters. In the second model, TWB
showed a large and statistically significant effect as the sole concurrent predictor (OR =
13.87). In the third model, AWB and EWB each accounted for a statistically significant
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Table 7. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 SDQ Total Risk Status
Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

Fixed
Intercept -2.42(.42)c .09
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
1.58
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
.32
AIC
227.3
BIC
234.9
2
χ (df)
-

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-3.96(.54)c
3.26(.51)c

.02
26.05

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-5.37(.78)c

.005

1.76(.62)b
2.52(.51)c
1.05(.54)

5.81
12.43
2.86

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-3.93(.54)c
3.45(.50)c

.02
31.50

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-5.15(.73)c

.006

2.29(.60)c
2.55(.55)c
.89(.58)

9.87
12.81
2.44

1.26

1.22

1.35

1.46

.28
171.4
182.7
58.0(1)c

.27
157.8
176.8
75.5(3)c

.29
162.9
174.3
66.5(1)c

.31
142.6
161.6
90.7(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 8. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent Time On-Task Risk
Status
Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

Fixed
Intercept -1.18(.25)c .31
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
.69
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
.17
AIC
410.1
BIC
417.9
2
χ (df)
-

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-2.12(.26)c
2.63(.31)c

.12
13.87

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-4.02(.50)c

.02

3.41(.49)c
.63(.34)
.83(.36)a

30.27
1.88
2.29

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-2.13(.27)c
2.94(.33)c

.12
18.92

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-3.38(.41)c

.03

3.10(.39)c
1.28(.40)b
1.19(.39)b

22.20
3.60
3.29

.43

.57

.52

.68

.11
328.7
340.5
83.4(1)c

.15
273.1
292.7
143.0(3)c

.14
313.3
325.0
98.8(1)c

.17
243.7
263.2
172.4(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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amount of unique variance in the model, while SWB did not. However, AWB showed a very
large effect (OR = 30.27), while the EWB effect was small (OR = 2.29). AWB was the single
strongest predictor in any of the competing SWTRS or SAEBRS models. In model four,
SAEBRS TB showed a large, statistically significant effect (OR = 18.92) somewhat greater
than SWTRS TWB. The final model suggested that risk on each of the three SAEBRS
subscales accounted for statistically-significant unique portions of variance in concurrent
TOT risk. AB (OR = 22.20) showed a large effect while the effects of SB (OR = 3.60) and EB
(OR = 3.29) were medium.
Table 9 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the SWTRS
and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future risk with TOT at Time 2. The ICC for the baseline
model suggested that 21% of the variance in Time 2 TOT risk was accounted for by
differences among teacher-raters. In the second model, TWB (OR = 14.01) risk was
statistically significant and showed a large effect essentially equal to the concurrent effect
size. Contrary to the pattern found with the concurrent prediction models, model three
suggested that AWB (OR = 12.55, large effect) and SWB (OR = 2.72, medium effect) made
statistically-significant unique contributions to model fit, instead of AWB and EWB.
Further, the magnitude of effect for AWB remained large but diminished from the
concurrent prediction model. Results from model four suggested that risk on the SAEBRS
academic (OR = 26.84, large effect) and social (OR = 2.83, medium effect) domains were
statistically-significant unique predictors but EB was not, again running contrary to the
findings from the concurrent prediction models, where all subscales made a unique
contribution. This result largely parallels the SWTRS subscale model result, but with AB
showing stronger performance than AWB.
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Table 9. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 Time On-Task Risk Status

Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

-.97(.28)c

.38

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR

Fixed
Intercept
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional

-1.81(.32)c
.16
2.64(.36)c 14.01

-2.94(.44)c

.05

2.53(.41)c
1.00(.35)b
.55(.36)

12.55
2.72
1.73

-1.55(.30)c
2.19(.34)c

.21
8.94

-2.69(.47)c

.07

3.29(.47)c
1.04(.42)a
.65(.39)

26.84
2.83
1.92

Random
Intercept
Variance

.87

.85

1.24

.81

1.77

.21
386.1
393.7
-

.21
318.3
329.7
69.8(1)c

.27
292.3
311.3
99.8(3)c

.20
340.4
351.8
47.7(1)c

.35
267.6
286.6
124.5(3)c

Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
χ2(df)

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Reading risk status. Table 10 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1
risk status on the SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as concurrent predictors of below grade level
reading achievement. The ICC of the baseline model indicated that about 5% of variance in
below grade level reading achievement was attributable to differences in teacher raters. In
model two, risk on the SWTRS TWB functioned as a statistically significant predictor with a
medium effect (OR = 4.14). Model three showed that AWB (OR = 21.33) was a large and
statistically significant concurrent predictor independent of SWB and EWB, which were
both non-significant. Model four indicated that SAEBRS TB (OR = 5.00) had a large and
statistically significant predictive effect but was only marginally better than TWB. In the
final model, AB was the only statistically significant predictor and showed a large effect
that was somewhat weaker than AWB.
Table 11 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future below grade level reading achievement
at Time 2. The ICC from the baseline model revealed that 14% of the variance in the
outcome was attributable to teacher-rater differences. In model two, TWB (OR = 6.30) was
statistically significant and had a large predictive effect that was somewhat greater than in
the concurrent prediction model. Model three indicated that only AWB (OR = 16.78) was a
statistically significant predictor like before, again showing a large but somewhat weaker
effect. In model four, SAEBRS TB (OR = 4.71) had a statistically significant and large effect
that was practically equivalent to its effect in the concurrent model. In the final model, AB
(OR = 19.49) was again the only statistically significant predictor and showed a large and
marginally-better effect size compared to its performance in the concurrent model.
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Table 10. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent below Grade-Level
Reading Risk Status
Model
Fixed
Intercept
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
2
χ (df)

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

-.97(.16)c

.38

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-1.44(.20)c
1.42(.27)c

.24
4.14

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-2.70(.37)c

.07

3.06(.42)c
-.18(.33)
-.20(.35)

21.33
.84
.82

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-1.43(.17)c
1.61(.27)c

.24
5.00

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-2.05(.27)c

.13

2.78(.37)c
-.58(.38)
.44(.33)

16.12
.56
1.55

.16

.19

.70

.06

.34

.05
440.3
448.2
-

.05
413.6
425.3
28.7(1)c

.18
351.0
370.6
95.3(3)c

.02
405.5
417.3
36.8(1)c

.09
349.2
368.8
97.1(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 11. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 below Grade-Level
Reading Risk Status

Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR

Fixed
Intercept -1.37(.24)c
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional

.25

-2.00(.28)c
1.84(.32)c

.14
6.30

-3.19(.45)c

.04

2.82(.47)c
-.28(.37)
.33(.38)

16.78
.76
1.39

-1.80(.26)c
1.55(.32)c

.17
4.71

-2.58(.38)c

.08

2.97(.42)c
-.61(.43)
.36(.38)

19.49
.54
1.43

Random
Intercept
Variance

.53

.49

.88

.43

.82

.14
344.0
351.6
-

.13
311.6
323.0
34.5(1)c

.21
280.1
299.1
69.9(3)c

.12
321.9
333.3
24.1(1)c

.20
271.3
290.2
78.8(3)c

Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
2
χ (df)

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 12 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of concurrent far below grade level reading
achievement. Baseline model ICC suggested that 8% of the variance in the outcome is
accounted for by differences in teacher-raters. SWTRS TWB (OR = 5.87) was a statistically
significant predictor in model two, with a large effect size. Model three results showed that
AWB (OR = 10.59) made a large and statistically-significant unique contribution to
concurrent prediction, but SWB and EWB failed to reach significance. Model four showed
that SAEBRS TB (OR = 8.50) was a large and statistically significant predictor on its own,
demonstrating a somewhat stronger effect than TWB. Results of the final model were
largely parallel to model three, as AB (OR = 6.75) showed a large effect but was the only
subscale to make a statistically-significant unique contribution to the model. AWB was both
a superior predictor than AB and the strongest indicator of concurrent risk across all
models.
Table 13 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future far below grade level reading
achievement at Time 2. The baseline model ICC indicated that 15% of the variance in the
Time 2 outcome was accounted for by differences in teacher-raters. Model two showed
TWB (OR = 5.00) functioning as a large and statistically significant predictor, practically
equal to its functioning in the concurrent model. Model three again showed AWB (OR =
5.99) as the only statistically significant predictor. The effect remained large but was
somewhat diminished as compared to the concurrent model. Model four suggested SAEBRS
TB (OR = 6.75) remained a statistically significant predictor, with a large yet marginallyweaker effect compared to the concurrent model.
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Table 12. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent Far below GradeLevel Reading Risk Status
Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

Fixed
Intercept -2.99(.33)c .05
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
.28
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
.08
AIC
158.9
BIC
166.7
2
χ (df)
-

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-3.81(.49)c
1.77(.52)c

.02
5.87

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-4.89(.80)c

.01

2.36(.81)b
.03(.54)
.44(.59)

10.59
1.03
1.55

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-3.85(.46)c
2.14(.51)c

.02
8.50

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-4.35(.60)c

.01

1.91(.63)b
.27(.60)
.56(.59)

6.75
1.31
1.75

.37

.39

.05

.36

.10
147.8
159.6
13.0(1)c

.10
145.3
164.9
19.5(3)c

.02
141.4
153.2
19.4(1)c

.10
143.1
162.6
21.8(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 13. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 Far below Grade-Level
Reading Risk Status
Model

Baseline
Est(SE)
OR

Fixed
Intercept -3.22(.41)c .04
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
.56
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
.15
AIC
130.0
BIC
137.6
χ2(df)
-

SWTRS Total
Est(SE)
OR
-3.83(.50)c
1.61(.55)b

.02
5.00

SWTRS Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-4.97(.80)c

.01

1.79(.85)a
.07(.58)
1.09(.68)

5.99
1.07
2.97

SAEBRS Total
Est(SE)
OR
-3.94(.51)c
1.91(.56)c

.02
6.75

SAEBRS Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-5.42(.88)c

.004

3.31(.87)c
-.62(.69)
.81(.70)

27.39
.54
2.25

.38

.38

.47

.86

.10
123.3
134.7
8.7(1)b

.10
119.5
138.4
16.5(3)c

.12
119.9
131.3
12.1(1)c

.21
106.1
125.1
29.9(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Finally, model five again indicated AB (OR = 27.39) was the sole statistically significant
predictor, showing a large and much-greater effect than in the concurrent model. AB was
the strongest single predictor across all models.
Math risk status. Table 14 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk
status on the SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of concurrent below grade level
math achievement. Baseline ICC shows that 8% of variance in the outcome is attributable to
the teacher-raters. In model two, the effect of SWTRS TWB (OR = 5.81) was large and
statistically significant. The results of model three showed a large and statisticallysignificant unique effect for only AWB (OR = 30.27). Model four showed a large and
statistically significant effect of SAEBRS TB (OR = 5.21) alone, which was practically
equivalent to TWB. The final model showed two statistically significant effects of AB (OR =
14.30, large effect) and EB (OR = 2.23, small effect). AWB was the strongest single predictor
across all models.
Table 15 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future below grade level math achievement at
Time 2. Baseline model ICC suggests that 7% of the variance in the outcome is attributable
to differences among teacher-raters. Model two indicated that SWTRS TWB (OR = 8.85)
had a large and statistically significant effect. Model three suggested that both AWB (OR =
12.30) and EWB (OR = 2.51) made statistically-significant unique contributions to model
fit, with a large and small effect size magnitude, respectively. Model four showed SAEBRS
TB (OR = 4.62) having a large and statistically significant effect. The pattern of results for
the final model paralleled model three, as AB (OR = 9.39) and EB (OR = 2.39) both made
statistically-significant unique contributions of the same effect magnitudes.
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Table 14. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent below Grade-Level
Math Risk Status
Model
Fixed
Intercept
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
2
χ (df)

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

-1.20(.19)c

.30

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-1.85(.26)c
1.76(.30)c

.16
5.81

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-3.29(.45)c

.04

3.41(.48)c
-.55(.35)
.16(.37)

30.27
.58
1.17

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-1.72(.22)c .18
1.65(.29)c 5.21

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-2.55(.34)c

.08

2.66(.38)c
-.36(.39)
.80(.36)a

14.30
.70
2.23

.29

.43

.89

.30

.69

.08
409.9
417.7
-

.12
374.0
385.7
37.9(1)c

.21
314.8
334.3
101.1(3)c

.08
377.5
389.2
34.4(1)c

.17
324.4
343.9
91.5(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 15. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 Below Grade-Level
Math Risk Status
Model
Fixed
Intercept
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
2
χ (df)

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

-1.43(.20)c

.24

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
-2.24(.26)c
2.18(.33)c

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR

OR
.11
8.85

-3.34(.41)c

.04

2.51(.46)c
-.23(.36)
.92(.36)a

12.30
.79
2.51

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-1.87(.22)c .15
1.53(.31)c 4.62

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-2.60(.32)c

.07

2.24(.37)c
-.38(.41)
.87(.37)a

9.39
.68
2.39

.27

.21

.20

.21

.35

.07
332.3
339.9
-

.06
285.2
296.6
49.1(1)c

.06
263.9
282.9
74.4(3)c

.06
311.0
322.4
23.4(1)c

.10
277.5
296.4
60.9(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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AWB was the strongest single predictor across all models and all SWTRS effects were
uniformly stronger than all counterpart SAEBRS effects. With the exception of AWB, all
SWTRS effects strengthened in the longitudinal models compared to the concurrent
models. Additionally, with the exception of EB, all SAEBRS effects weakened at least
marginally from the concurrent to the longitudinal models.
Table 16 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of concurrent far below grade level math
achievement. Baseline ICC shows that 2% of variance in the outcome is accounted by
differences between teacher-raters. Model two shows a large and statistically significant
effect of SWTRS TWB (OR = 6.89) on the outcome. Results of model three suggest that AWB
(OR = 9.97) is the only statistically significant predictor of the subscales and that it was
associated with a meaningfully large effect. In model four, SAEBRS TB (OR = 10.28) was
associated with a large and statistically significant effect. Finally, the pattern of results from
model five paralleled model three, as AB (OR = 8.85) was associated with a large effect and
was the only statistically significant predictor. TB showed somewhat larger effect over
TWB and was associated with the strongest predictive effect of any single variable across
all models, with AWB close behind.
Table 17 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future far below grade level math achievement
at Time 2. Baseline model ICC showed that 18% of the variance in the outcome was
attributable to differences between teacher-raters. Model two results showed SWTRS TWB
(OR = 8.58) was associated with a large and statistically significant effect. Contrary to the
pattern from the concurrent model, EWB (OR = 4.62) was the only subscale associated with
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Table 16. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent Far Below GradeLevel Math Risk Status
Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

Fixed
Intercept -2.95(.30)c .05
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
.07
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
.02
AIC
153.7
BIC
161.5
2
χ (df)
-

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-3.91(.50)c
1.93(.54)c

.02
6.89

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-4.97(.81)c

.01

2.30(.82)b
-.71(.55)
1.08(.62)

9.97
.49
2.94

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-4.01(.51)c
.02
c
2.33(.54) 10.28

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-4.55(.62)c

.01

2.18(.68)b
.04(.59)
.71(.59)

8.85
1.04
2.03

.24

.38

.001

.25

.07
140.9
152.6
14.8(1)c

.10
137.9
157.5
21.8(3)c

< .001
133.6
145.4
22.1(1)c

.07
135.3
154.9
24.4(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 17. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 Far Below Grade-Level
Math Risk Status
Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

Fixed
Intercept -3.36(.46)c .03
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
.74
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
.18
AIC
123.6
BIC
131.1
2
χ (df)
-

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-4.28(.60)c .01
2.15(.62)c 8.58

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-5.10(.84)c

.01

1.57(.85)
-.14(.60)
1.53(.75)a

4.81
.87
4.62

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-4.66(.68)c .01
2.84(.68)c 17.12

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-6.55(1.22)c

.001

3.64(1.11)c
-.74(.68)
2.03(.86)a

38.09
.48
7.61

.45

.41

.50

.41

.12
111.8
123.2
13.7(1)c

.11
113.0
132.0
16.5(3)c

.13
102.9
114.3
22.7(1)c

.11
91.7
110.7
37.8(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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a statistically significant effect, which was large in magnitude. Model four showed that
SAEBRS TB (OR = 17.12) was associated with a large and statistically significant effect that
was notably stronger than both TWB and its performance in the concurrent model. In
model five, AB (OR = 38.09) and EWB (OR = 7.61) were both associated with large and
statistically significant effects that were much-greater than their performance in the
concurrent models. AB was the strongest single predictor across all compared models.
Behavioral intervention involvement. Table 18 displays comparative model
summaries of Time 1 risk status on the SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of
concurrent involvement in school-based behavioral intervention. Baseline model ICC
showed that 29% of variance in the outcome was attributable to differences between
teacher-raters. In model two, TWB (OR = 19.69) had a large, statistically significant effect
size that was the strongest single predictor across all models. In model three, only AWB
(OR = 13.20) was statistically significant and was also associated with a large effect. The TB
(OR = 12.18) predictor in model four was also associated with a large and statistically
significant effect, although the magnitude was somewhat smaller compared to TWB.
Finally, the pattern of results from model five was parallel to model three, as AB (OR =
7.69) showed a large effect, was the only statistically significant predictor, and was
somewhat weaker in magnitude compared to AWB.
Table 19 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future involvement in school-based behavioral
intervention at Time 2. Baseline ICC indicated that 19% of variance in the outcome was
accounted for by the teacher-raters. In model two, TWB (OR = 21.76) was a large,
statistically significant predictor that performed marginally better than in the concurrent
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Table 18. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent Involvement with
Behavioral Intervention
Model
Fixed
Intercept
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
2
χ (df)

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

-3.75(.57)c

.02

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-5.60(.97)c
2.98(.76)c

.004
19.69

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-6.68(1.29)c

.001

2.58(1.11)a
.69(.64)
1.02(.74)

13.20
1.99
2.77

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-5.18(.92)c
2.50(.69)c

.01
12.18

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-6.20(1.12)c .002
2.04(.79)b
.48(.76)
1.52(.83)

1.32

2.24

1.85

2.31

2.40

.29
124.2
132.0
-

.40
104.6
116.3
21.6(1)c

.36
107.7
127.2
22.5(3)c

.41
110.2
122.0
15.9(1)c

.42
105.1
124.7
25.0(3)c

7.69
1.62
4.57

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 19. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 Involvement with
Behavioral Intervention
Model
Fixed
Intercept
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
2
χ (df)

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

-3.54(.53)c

.03

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-5.31(.95)c
3.08(.84)c

.01
21.76

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-5.66(1.00)c .004
.13(.79)
2.18(.87)a
1.57(.91)

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-4.78(.77)c
.01
c
2.68(.71) 14.59

1.14
8.85
4.81

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-6.23(1.13)c

.002

1.35(.82)
2.16(.90)a
1.34(.90)

3.86
8.67
3.82

.77

1.06

.62

.72

1.09

.19
111.9
119.5
-

.24
93.3
104.6
20.6(1)c

.16
94.0
113.0
23.9(3)c

.18
95.8
107.2
18.1(1)c

.25
87.4
106.4
30.5(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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model. TWB was also the strongest single predictor across all models. Among the SWTRS
subscales in model three, SWB (OR = 8.85) showed a large effect and was the only
statistically significant predictor, running contrary to the result pattern in the concurrent
model where the academic domain was dominant. Model four indicated that TB (OR =
14.59) was a large and statistically significant predictor, although again somewhat weaker
than TWB. The findings from the final model again paralleled model three, as SB (OR =
8.67) was associated with a large effect and was the only statistically significant subscale
predictor. The magnitude of effect was practically equivalent between SWB and SB.
Academic intervention involvement. Table 20 displays comparative model
summaries of Time 1 risk status on the SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of
concurrent involvement in school-based academic intervention. Baseline model ICC
indicated that 20% of the variance in the outcome was attributable to differences between
teacher-raters. In model two, TWB (OR = 7.10) was associated with a large and statistically
significant effect. Results of model three suggested AWB (OR = 21.12) showed a large
unique effect and was the only statistically significant predictor. In model four, SAEBRS TB
(OR = 3.82) showed a medium, statistically significant effect but performed weaker than
TWB. Results from the final model showed a large effect for AB (OR = 9.78) and a small
effect for EB (OR = 2.01) that were both statistically significant. AWB was both a muchstronger predictor compared to AB and the strongest single predictor across all models.
Table 21 displays comparative model summaries of Time 1 risk status on the
SWTRS and SAEBRS scores as predictors of future involvement in school-based academic
intervention. Baseline model ICC showed that the majority of variance in the outcome
(56%) was attributable to differences between teachers. Model two results showed SWTRS
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Table 20. Time 1 Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Estimating Concurrent Involvement with
Academic Intervention
Model

Baseline
Est(SE)

Fixed

OR

Intercept -1.36(.28)c .26
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
.84
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
.20
AIC
399.4
BIC
407.2
2
χ (df)
-

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-2.05(.31)c
1.96(.30)c

.13
7.10

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-3.28(.45)c

.04

3.05(.44)c
-.13(.35)
.12(.38)

21.12
.88
1.13

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-1.76(.31)c .17
1.34(.30)c 3.82

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-2.37(.37)c
2.28(.36)c
-.62(.39)
.70(.34)a

.85

1.14

.89

1.11

.21
356.1
367.8
45.3(1)c

.26
311.9
331.4
93.6(3)c

.21
380.6
392.4
20.8(1)c

.25
342.2
361.7
63.2(3)c

.09
9.78
.54
2.01

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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Table 21. Generalized Linear Mixed Models for Time 1 Risk on SWTRS and SAEBRS Predicting Time 2 Involvement with
Academic Intervention
Model
Fixed
Intercept
Total
Academic
Social
Emotional
Random
Intercept
Variance
Model Fit
ICC
AIC
BIC
2
χ (df)

Baseline
Est(SE)

OR

-1.53(.58)b

.22

SWTRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-2.21(.63)c
2.04(.37)c

.11
7.69

SWTRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-3.41(.81)c

.03

3.11(.51)c
.12(.43)
-.21(.47)

22.42
1.13
.81

SAEBRS
Total
Est(SE)
OR
-2.09(.64)b
1.88(.38)c

.12
6.55

SAEBRS
Subscales
Est(SE)
OR
-2.74(.76)c

.07

3.06(49)c
-.53(.50)
.36(.42)

21.33
.59
1.43

4.20

4.64

6.50

4.91

6.12

.56
313.8
321.4
-

.59
282.5
293.9
33.3(1)c

.66
252.0
270.9
67.8(3)c

.60
289.5
300.9
26.3(1)c

.65
254.0
273.0
65.8(3)c

Note. Est = unstandardized beta value in log odds. SE = standard error. OR = Odds ratio. ICC = intraclass correlation. AIC =
Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion. χ2(df) = chi-squared deviance test for improved model fit
compared to baseline.
ap < .05, bp < .01, cp < .001.
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TWB (OR = 7.69) was associated with a large, statistically significant effect practically
equivalent to its performance in the concurrent model. Model three suggested that AWB
(OR = 22.12) was associated with a large effect, marginally stronger than its magnitude in
the concurrent model, and was again the only significant predictor. In model four, TB (OR =
6.55) showed a large, statistically significant effect that was somewhat stronger than its
effect in the concurrent model yet still marginally weaker than TWB here. The final model
showed AB (OR = 21.33) again making a large, statistically significant unique contribution
to model fit that was only marginally weaker than AWB but substantially stronger than its
effect in the concurrent model; however, it was the only significant predictor among the
SAEBRS subscales. Across all compared models, AWB was the single strongest predictor.
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Discussion
Summary of Findings and Comparisons
The primary purpose of this study was to continue the development and validation
research of the SWTRS mental health screening instrument, which has received limited
empirical attention to date, while also continuing the validation of the conceptually similar,
and more extensively studied, SAEBRS. This study addressed four research questions in
particular: (1) what is the best fitting factor structure of the SWTRS, (2) how strongly do
the SWTRS scores correlate with their counterpart scores on the SAEBRS and with the
criterion variables of interest concurrently, (3) how well do the SWTRS scores function as
indicators of risk as indicated by risk on the SDQ-T, and (4) how well do the cut-scores
derived for the SWTRS and SAEBRS based on Time 1 data compare as concurrent and
predictive indicators of risk status on several variables at Time 1 and Time 2.
Structural validity. Consistent with the first hypothesis, the pattern of results from
the series of CFAs suggested that the final 12-item bifactor structure (see Table 3) was the
most theoretically, empirically, and practically defensible measurement model for the
SWTRS. The selection of this bifactor model justifies the interpretation of a general factor
representing teachers’ impressions of overall student wellbeing (calculated by taking the
grand total of all 12 items) as well as the three domain-specific factors of academic, social,
and emotional student wellbeing (calculated by summing the clusters of items within each
subscale). While all four SWTRS scores demonstrated adequate internal consistency, TWB
showed the strongest observed and latent score reliability of all. This result is
understandable given that each of the SWTRS subscales contain only four items, compared
to the 12 items in the composite scale. The same pattern of conclusions can be drawn for
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the structural validity of the 19 SAEBRS items, with results from the present study showing
acceptable, or close-to-acceptable, bifactor model fit at both time points—replicating the
results from past research (e.g., von der Embse et al., 2015). SAEBRS latent and observed
internal consistency reliability of all four subscale scores also provided additional evidence
for their technical adequacy, again with the TB score having the strongest reliability.
Convergent and discriminant validity. In regard to the second research question,
evidence for the convergent and discriminant validity of the four SWTRS scores was
consistent with the hypothesized results when comparing the correlations with their
respective counterpart SAEBRS scores and outcome variables (see Table 4). Interestingly,
although TWB was predicted to be the strongest correlate of SDQ-T, SWB actually
demonstrated an equal magnitude of association at both time-points. In comparison,
SAEBRS TB clearly had the strongest association with SDQ-T, with SB being the next
strongest yet somewhat-weaker correlate among the scores. While what is precisely
accounting for the differential functioning of the SWTRS and SAEBRS correlates here is
beyond the scope of the study, it is possible that the negative item content in the SAEBRS is
actually helping contribute to the closer association with the SDQ-T, as the majority of
items in the latter measure are directly phrased to represent problem behavior as opposed
to wellbeing behavior.
Diagnostic accuracy. Regarding the third research question, results from the ROC
curve analyses demonstrated that a cut-point for all four SWTRS scores was viable and
each showed adequate discrimination ability for concurrent risk on the SDQ-T, providing
preliminary evidence for the investigation of these cut-scores with other samples (see
Table 5). Although the recommended cut-scores for the SAEBRS were not used in the
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present study to aid in direct comparison with the SWTRS, alternate cut-scores were
identified for each SAEBRS factor. Taken together, findings from this series of analyses
showed that TB and AB had a superior pattern of conditional probability statistics
compared to TWB and AWB, while SB and EB performed on par with SWB and EWB in
discriminating SDQ-T risk.
Criterion validity. In terms of the concurrent and predictive models used to test
the fourth research question, the SWTRS and SAEBRS functionality as indicators of student
risk status was directly compared across a variety of outcome domains and yielded many
notable results. Among the SWTRS scores, risk on TWB was the only statistically significant
predictor for all outcomes modeled in this study. Further, AWB showed a large effect for
most outcome domains, with the exception of concurrent below grade level reading
achievement, where the effect was on the upper end of the medium range. Reasonably, the
largest effects of TWB were found in the SDQ-T risk models (see Table 6 and Table 7). This
is a logical result given that the SDQ-T is more conceptually and formally similar as another
behavior rating scale than the academic achievement or intervention involvement
outcomes, which were rated using different response systems. Interestingly, TWB effects
for concurrent and future involvement in behavioral intervention were comparable in
magnitude to the SDQ-T effects but were associated with a much higher degree of variance
(see Table 18 and Table 19). Overall, the point estimate for the TWB term was the superior
predictor over TB in half of the tested models—i.e., future below grade level reading
achievement and TOT risk, as well as both concurrent and future risk on below grade level
math achievement, behavior intervention involvement, and academic intervention
involvement. However, the standard errors of the TWB and TB terms overlapped in most of
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the models, excluding concurrent SDQ-T (TB stronger) and concurrent academic
intervention (TWB stronger), suggesting statistically equivalent functionality in all other
domains evaluated.
Among the three SWTRS subscales, at least one performed as a meaningful unique
predictor in each of the models. Specifically, AWB reached statistical significance in 14
models—all but Time 2 behavior intervention and Time 2 far below grade level math
achievement—while EWB (see Tables 6, 8, 15, and 17) and SWB (see Tables 6, 7, 9, and 19)
were significant predictors in four models each. Considering the standard errors, there was
overlap between almost all correspondent SWTRS and SAEBRS subscale terms in the same
models, with the one exception of future far below grade level math risk, where AB
outperformed AWB. This suggests statistical equivalence of the individual subscales as
predictors for most outcome domains. When evaluated together as a block of predictors,
the SWTRS subscales outperformed the SAEBRS subscales in four outcome domains—
concurrent and future below grade level math achievement (see Table 14 and Table 15)
and academic intervention involvement (see Table 20 and Table 21)—while the SAEBRS
subscales outperformed the SWTRS subscales in all other domains evaluated.
Implications
Based on the evidence found from this study, a few preliminary recommendations
for use of the SAEBRS and SWTRS may be warranted. The technical adequacy of both
screening measures used in this study is largely consistent with past research in terms of
concurrent validity evidence for both total scores and subscale scores (Roberson &
Renshaw, 2019; Kilgus et al., 2016b). Additionally, this study extended the available
support for SWTRS and SAEBRS score use beyond concurrent validity for risk estimation to
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predictive validity over a three-month period. This suggests that both of the screeners may
be of practical use to school-based teams in identifying students in need of emotional and
behavioral support in the present and in the short-run future. It is recommended that the
choice of one instrument over the other be driven by the goals of their use in practice. For
capturing broad student risk, the SAEBRS is perhaps the more appropriate choice, as it
integrates dimensions of both positive and negative functioning that results in equal or
greater risk detection than the wellbeing-only SWTRS as judged by the concurrent and
predictive validity evidence found in this study. However, it is noteworthy that the manner
in which the SAEBRS is scored does not distinguish between the contribution of the
adaptive and maladaptive behaviors. In situations where student wellbeing behavior
specifically is of interest for a school wanting to enhance positive functioning, it may be
advisable to use the SWTRS instead, as the directionality of the item wording is consistent
with this aim. This study provides construct validity evidence for the interpretation and
use of the SWTRS scores as a risk indicators for positive functioning. On its face, using the
SWTRS over the SAEBRS may have stronger treatment utility in this scenario as there
would be closer correspondence between the method of assessment and the desired target,
in theory. Although, it is an open question for future studies to empirically test if there are
true differences in treatment outcomes from the two screening approaches matched to
strength-enhancing, deficit-reducing, or combined interventions (see Hayes et al., 1987).
When considering the utility of scores for the purposes of high-stakes decision
making for mental health risk identification and provision of services, it is recommended
that the total scores be used versus the subscales of either instrument. In the case of the
SWTRS, while the SWB score had marginally stronger ability to differentiate risk and non79

risk on the SDQ compared to the TWB score (see Table 5), TWB’s ability to discriminate is
more likely to replicate in new samples and thus should be given greater interpretive
weight (compare TWB and SWB on strength of coefficient H in Table 1 and Table 2 as well
as strength of factor determinacy in Table 3). Evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of
subscales in addition to the total scores for both the SWTRS and the SAEBRS was done to
investigate the degree to which each of the three subscale domains contributed unique
information to predicting the outcomes of interest. In practice, information about student
risk status on the subscales is perhaps more useful to identify the general domains of
functioning that may warrant additional assessment to determine more particular
intervention targets for students already identified to receive services. Parallel logic could
be used for higher levels of analysis where the subscales may also help identify risk in
particular skill areas for larger units (e.g., classroom, grade level, school-wide), especially
for schools using an MTSS framework.
Although the current study investigated the functionality of the SWTRS and SAEBRS
scores in predicting risk for a wide variety of school outcomes, it is important to bear in
mind that the SWTRS and SAEBRS were specifically developed to screen for mental health
risk, not academic outcomes. This study used the SDQ-T as the “gold standard” indicator of
mental health risk and thus results from the SDQ-T models are the most important in
establishing construct validity of the screeners. For the other outcome domains, notable
associations with the screeners reflect the fact that relative functioning in one area tends to
covary with other areas. In the context of high-stakes decision making, the SWTRS and
SAEBRS scores should be primarily used to identify mental health risk, despite associating
with other indirectly related outcomes. Simply put, these mental health screeners are not
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reasonable substitutes for direct measures of academic functioning, such as math and
reading performance (e.g., curriculum-based measures). However, their use may offer
value in addition to direct academic skill measures when determining need for and focus of
intervention, as factors such as engagement and social skills have been recognized as
partially mediating the relation between classroom instruction and achievement (DiPerna,
2006).
Finally, it is important that research go beyond the current study to compare the
functionality and practical utility of combined dual-factor inspired measures, such as the
SAEBRS, to classification based on risk status from co-use of distinct screeners for
wellbeing and problem behavior. The current study was only able to evaluate if there are
any meaningful differences in the SAEBRS and SWTRS approaches but did not parse the
contribution of positive and problem behavior by method. By replicating this study with
the addition of a similar problem behavior-only screener—such as the SRSS for
Internalizing and Externalizing Behaviors [SRSS-IE] (Lane, Oakes, Swogger, Schatschneider,
Menzies, & Sanchez, 2015)—researchers could evaluate which application of dual-factor
logic results in greater criterion-related validity evidence, or if the approaches are
practically equivalent.
Limitations
These results should be interpreted in light of some important limitations. The
original intention when designing this study was to gather data for all participants at the
beginning of the school year for Time 1 and then again at the middle of the year for Time 2
in order to draw conclusions about how well the SWTRS and SAEBRS perform as
concurrent and short-term longitudinal predictors of student outcomes. Unfortunately,
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recruitment challenges and discrepancies in school schedules made this standardized data
collection schedule untenable. Therefore, Time 1 and Time 2 data from this study reflect
the first and second instance of data collection, but these times do not correspond to
particular times during the school year for all teachers (i.e., some teachers completed Time
1 screeners in the fall and Time 2 in the winter, while others completed Time 1 screeners in
the winter and Time 2 in the spring). Future studies should endeavor to standardize data
collection so that conclusions can be drawn regarding these assessments’ performances at
specific times of year to better align with how screening is traditionally accomplished in
schools. Standardizing when data are gathered will also allow for analysis of temporal
effects across the year that may affect the classification of risk. Future studies may be able
to control for potential temporal variations in teachers’ ratings of student behavior to
better identify which students are more likely to persist with behavioral difficulties
compared to those whose ratings may be influenced by temporal or seasonal factors. For
instance, a school may note that they tend to experience reliable increases in disruptive
behavior during the middle of the year leading up to winter break. In theory, such
information would be useful in enhancing accuracy of risk identification and connecting
students in greatest need of support to targeted intervention. However, extensive
additional study would be needed to determine viable methods to adjust risk thresholds
during such behavioral “surge” times.
Because this study only used teacher-reports, the influence of monomethod bias
should be considered when interpreting these results (Podsakof, MacKenzie, Lee, &
Podsakof, 2003). The inclusion of involvement in behavioral and academic intervention
provides two objective outcomes on which the SWTRS and SAEBRS are evaluated, offering
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informative data beyond subjective teacher ratings of student behavior and relative
academic performance. Although, involvement with intervention in this study was also
somewhat subject to individual interpretation by the teachers. The exact wording of the
prompt asks teachers if the student currently receives additional intervention “beyond
normal classroom practice” for reading, mathematics, or behavioral/emotional concerns at
school. What constitutes “normal classroom practice” may vary among classrooms and
schools. Anecdotally, each of the schools from which teachers were sampled for this study
varied in how well or poorly defined intervention categories were for students involved
with extra-classroom intervention, potentially biasing responses. The intention of the inperson trainings, conducted by the researcher prior to completing the Time 1 screening,
was intended to clarify and standardize the intent behind these items on the
questionnaires. But it is unknown how well these distinctions were understood by each
teacher. For example, it is noteworthy that one teacher indicated that nearly all of her
students were receiving additional intervention beyond standard classroom practice. While
it is possible in theory for a general education teacher to have this many students receiving
additional supports, it is more likely that the individual conceptualized “intervention” in a
much broader way than the other teachers in this study. Future researchers may therefore
make efforts to train respondents on the meanings of intervention involvement in language
that is directly tied to the systems in place at each school in the study to reduce the impact
of individual teacher response bias. However, the most direct way to eliminate this
potential bias is to draw data from objective records of student intervention that are
maintained by the school.
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Finally, future research should include other, more objective sources of information
that are relevant to students’ school functioning to potentially make stronger arguments
for concurrent and predictive validity. While teachers were asked to estimate the
percentage of time each student was “on-task” during class, this could be made more
objective through use of systematic direct observations or direct behavior rating scales
(Volpe & Briesch, 2012; Kilgus, Riley-Tilman, Chafouleas, Christ, & Welsh, 2014). The
trade-off in this approach is a significantly greater cost of time spent gathering data and
coordinating observation periods with the teachers and schools. Similarly, the teacher
estimates of student academic performance in reading and math were feasible analogues to
actual performance, yet measurement of student achievement could be greatly enhanced in
future studies by gathering earned grades, benchmark test results, or curriculum-based
measures.
Conclusions
All results taken together, this study provides preliminary justification for the
interpretation of the 12-item SWTRS bifactor measurement model as a multifactor
screening instrument of teacher perceptions of student wellbeing. Evidence presented here
also bolsters the strength of available convergent and discriminant validity evidence
supporting SWTRS and SAEBRS score interpretations as well as demonstrates the
concurrent and predictive worth of SWTRS and SAEBRS scores across a variety of outcome
domains important for youth at school. In addition, the findings corroborated and
replicated results from past SAEBRS research (e.g., Kilgus et al., 2016b) furthering the
argument for its use as a psychometrically defensible mental health screener. Results also
demonstrated that the inclusion of reverse-coded negative behavior items alongside
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positively worded items in the SAEBRS does contribute to equal or superior risk
classification in several student outcome domains, particularly SDQ-T risk, compared to the
SWTRS, which is a conceptually similar screener that uses items intended to measure only
positive behaviors.
Despite this, it is particularly interesting that the SWTRS scores rarely performed
significantly worse than their SAEBRS counterparts in estimating concurrent and
predictive risk despite representing only half of the complete mental health construct.
While these findings lend initial empirical support for the usefulness of dual-factor mental
health logic in the context of combined problem and wellbeing behavior screening
instruments (e.g., SAEBRS), the considerably strong performance of the SWTRS opens the
door for future research to more deeply investigate the manner in which positive and
negative functioning are incorporated into school-based mental health screening. While it
is important to remain appropriately circumspect until additional study is done, the
evidence found here and in past studies (e.g., Roberson & Renshaw, 2019; Kim et al., 2014)
seem to point toward positive functioning being the dominant element in dual-factor
assessment. Regardless of the specifics later studies may find, it is clear that the scholarship
behind mental health screening in schools is moving away from a narrow focus on student
distress to consider the larger picture of youth functioning.
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